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Introduction

Architectural terra cotta

select clays

which

webs and then

are

is

an ornamental or cladding material manufactured from

hand molded or

cast into hollow blocks with internal stiffening

fired in a kiln. Italian for "burnt earth," terra cotta contains a clay

with inclusions of sand or grog (crushed fired clay)

unglazed terra cotta resembles brick,

it is

m varying proportions/

differentiated

by

its

body

Though red

higher firing temperature,

generally larger size, and manufacture from damp, plastic clay, rather than dry.

Terra cotta became popular in the United States during the second half of the
Articles in trade publications such as The Brickbuilder, The Clay-

nineteenth century.

Worker, and the Journal of the American Ceramic Society lavished praise on the material:

"Perhaps
to

in

be found in equal degree

this

marriage of

utilitarian

modem

is

there

and aesthetic character."

For

no other medium used for the construction of our

buildings

properties such as relative lightness, strength, fire resistance, and ability to be

molded and

decorated with a variety of surface textures and colors, terra cotta was "beyond
competition."^

Two

of the major advantages of terra cotta are

than Portland cement"^
claims, terra cotta

stone,

which

it

is

and

durability.

Though

it

its

may

—"sfronger and harder

strength

not hold up to

a very long-lasting material, provided

often mimicked, terra cotta

was

it is

all

well-fired.

of the early

Compared

relatively inexpensive: for

to

each design.

Susan Tunick, "Architectural Terra Cotta. Its Impact on New York," SITES 18 (1986); 4.
Robert Mack, "The Manufacture and Use of Architectural Terra Cotta in the United States," The
Technology of Historic American Buildings: Studies of the Materials, Craft Processes, and the
Mechanization of Building Construction, ed. H. Ward Jandl (Washington, DC; Foundation for Preservation
'

^

Technology) 117.
^

F.S. Laurence, "Terra Cotta in Architectural Design:

American Ceramic Society 8 (1925):
"

The

Part of the Ceramic Chemist," Journal of the

79.

Herbert D. Croly, "Glazed and Colored Terra-Cotta," Architectural Record 19 (1906); 314.

only one mold must be made, whereas for a design executed in stone, each piece had to

be carved

individually.*'

difference

is

transport,

When

this reduction

Terra cotta

significant.

which reduces shipping

The comparable

lightness

of labor

costs.

of terra cotta led to

its

and with the development of the skyscraper,

heights.

Glazed

structures because of

above ground
resistance

is

is

its

only

was

use as cladding for steel-framed

terra cotta literally soared to

especially well-suited to applications

cleanliness,

ftilly

translated into dollars, the

comparatively lightweight and therefore easy to

is

buildings,

terra cotta

is

new

on high-rise

even though polychrome decoration several

stories

appreciated by occupants of neighboring skyscrapers.^

Fire

another valuable characteristic of terra cotta, especially to architects in

Chicago during the years following that
Terra cotta has

its

city's disastrous blaze.

disadvantages, too.

cotta ornament, being molded,

is

the latter can lose definition as

less sharp

it

ages.

Though

it

does produce crisp

detail, terra

than a piece of stone carved directly, though

When

used in conjunction with stone, which

weathers differently, colors that originally match could lose their visual coherence over
time. Joints can also be aesthetically disruptive if not located properly.

Manufacturing and installation introduce a whole range of possible problems.

The time required
architects

to

produce terra cotta varies from

six

weeks

to six months, so

and builders must plan accordingly. Significant warping and shrinking during

the drying and firing stages of manufacture are direct results of the high water content.

'

Quoted

in

Mack, 121

William A. Mclntyre, Investigations into the Durability of Architectural Terra-Cotta and Faience
(London: H.M. Stationery Office, 1929) 3-4.

*

^Mack,
^

121.

Tunick, 16-17.

' Ibid., 7.

though producers can alleviate

this

problem by reducing unit sizes and carefully

Impurities in the clays, such as salts, cause efflorescence to

monitoring the process.

appear on the surface of the terra cotta; the addition of barium sulfate

Another problem that emerges during production

firecracking, caused

is

or cooling and often resulting in total destruction of the unit.

is

a remedy.

by rapid heating

Pieces break easily during

shipping and installation, and the length of time necessary for fabricating replacement

units

considerable, but simply ordering extra pieces of terra cotta can eliminate this

is

problem.

Glaze incompatibility manifested as crazing stems either from cooling that

occurs immediately after removing the terra cotta from the kiln or from thermal

expansion after installing

it

Because the use of

on

a building.

terra cotta in

centennial, preservation of the material

is

American

architecture has recently reached

a necessity, especially given the sheer

of extant buildings with terra cotta cladding or ornament. Though terra cotta
durable,

it is

not infallible.

and water penetration can

is

its

number

generally

effect of

improper manufacture or installation

result in serious decay.

Aesthetic issues arise because, in

The combined

salts

do

of terra cotta are severely damaged, replacement, whether

in-

contrast to early beliefs, terra cotta

is

not always self-cleaning, and dirt and

accumulate.

Where

entire units

kind or with substitute materials, must be performed in order to prevent
failure

and possible

Each building and
action.

safety hazards.

its

terra cotta

There

is

no

single appropriate replacement material.

must be evaluated

While in-kind replacement

to determine the proper course of

is desirable, it is

increasingly

common

expensive materials such as concrete, metals, or fiberglass composites.

'°Mack, 121-22.
3

fiirther material

(

to use less

But are these substitute materials successful over time? This thesis examines
cotta replacement

by assessing three treatments which were performed

ago using the most

common

substitute materials

These products

fiber reinforced plastic (FRP).

in their

own right but

terra

at least

ten years

cast stone, precast concrete,

and glass

—

will not

as replacements for terra cotta.

be critiqued as building materials

Cast stone and precast concrete, for

example, are generally successful in building applications, though this depends on proper
design, reinforcement, and maintenance.

material, in this case terra cotta,

which

It is

is

their suitability as a stand-in for another

the issue.

The

fiberglass composites,

on the

other hand, do not have a long history in architecture, and their use as substitutes

even more recent development. Ornament constructed of thin-shelled

be

significantly lighter

and

less

over time.

and unknown

durability

may outweigh the benefits.

Such a small number of buildings cannot be considered representative, but

how

each different product fares after

assessment will be based on visual observation.
compatibility are key, but this thesis focuses

obvious, then

it

Finally, to apply this

Both

at least

may

a decade.

structural stability

latter quality.

If a

The

and visual

Characteristics such as color, gloss,

greatly affect

it

replacement piece

should be matched before a substitute

weathering and ultraviolet light

example of typical

on the

has failed as a substitute.

reflectivity are qualities that

differential

FRP may

three case studies will illustrate the performance of these substitute materials

will give an indication of

is

or

an

expensive than terra cotta in the short term, but

potentially higher maintenance costs

The

GFRC

is

them once

is

and

chosen, but

in place.

knowledge, a Philadelphia building was chosen as an

terra cotta conservation problems.

The Belmont Pumping Station

located along the west bank of the Schuylkill River, at the intersection of

is

West River

Drive and Montgomery Avenue.

problems associated with
brackets.

Completed

terra cotta, the

in

1901, the building exhibits

is

not determined and resolved,

cycle of deterioration.

Samples were taken

more brackets

for characterization

damage.

If the

Station.

for the

cause

will fail, continuing the

of the

terra cotta.

the results of the building assessments and the laboratory analysis, this thesis will

recommendations

the

most serious being the eleven broken cornice

If they are not replaced, the building will suffer further

of the breakage

many of

Using

make

replacement of the broken brackets on the Belmont Pumping

Chapter One
Historical Development and Manufacture of

Archttectural Terra Cotta

Although, as mentioned in the introduction, the use of terra cotta did not become
popular in the United States until the second half of the nineteenth century, the material
itself dates to ancient times.

Burned clay products were used by many of the

civilizations, including the Etruscans,

Romans, Greeks,

terra cotta existed as early as 3,000 BC.'^

14th century, terra cotta

fell

From

surpassed.'^

the

was

1

8* century

ftirther

Roman Empire

until the

Luca della Robbia became famous

Italy,

polychrome glazing techniques, and

The technology

Glazed

out of favor but regained popularity during medieval times in

Western Europe. In fifteenth-century Northern
for developing

Persians, and Chinese."

end of the

the

earliest

his

work

is

said never to have been

arrived in England shortly thereafter.

popularized the material in that country.

The Coade family

in

Terra cotta ornament

which gradually spread throughout

increasingly applied to brick buildings, a practice

Europe.'**

By

the middle of the century, a

incorporate terra cotta, most of

it

few pioneering Americans were beginning

imported, into their buildings.

used terra cotta included James Renwick and Richard Upjohn,
material to resemble cut stone.

One of Upjohn's

honestly failed because the material

"Mack, 117.
'^
Herman A.

who both

1):

early attempts to represent terra cotta
'^

fired.

85

'^

Tunick, "Architectural Terra Cotta,"5.

'''

Susan Tunick, Terra-Cotta Skyline:

University Press, 1997)

New

2.

Tunick, "Architectural Terra Cotta," 6-7.

who

disguised the

Plusch, "The Ceramic Chemical Development of Architectural Terra Cotta," The

Brickbuilder 20 (191

"

was poorly

Notable architects

to

York's Architectural Ornament

(New York;

Princeton

Terra cotta did not become popular in the United States until after the Great Fire
in

Chicago

in 1871,

Chicago became the

many

when
first

American

early manufacturers

Cotta Company, had as

known

its fire

resistance

as the "Father of

it

desirable for rebuilding projects.

city to use terra cotta

were founded

its first

made

in the area.

on a large

scale.

One of them,

the Chicago Terra

superintendent James Taylor, an Englishman

American Terra Cotta."

began springing up throughout the United

cotta. '^

States.

Shortly

Though the

of the forty-eight companies were Midwestern, one-third were located on the East

earliest

Coast.

who became

Taylor's adaptation of English

production methods greatly improved the quality of American terra
thereafter, manufacturers

Consequently,

'^

The
derives

its

eariiest

form of

terra cotta

made

color from the clay used in

its

in the

United States, unglazed terra cotta

manufacture.

Most

terra cotta

was the

characteristic red often associated with the material because the best clay available at the

time had a high iron content.

As

in

England

in the nineteenth centiuy, the red terra cotta

was most commonly used as decorative elements on a brick
introduction of buff clays increased the color spectrum:

building.'^

when mixed with

Later, the

red clay and

cheaper oxides, colors such as gray, brown, and pink could be produced.'^ For some time
a quality white terra cotta

advances

''Ibid,

in

was not

ceramic chemistry eventually brought about a good white terra

cotta.

8.

'^

Tunick, "Architectural Terra Cotta,"

'*

Plusch, 84.

''

A.F. Hottinger, "Looking

(1923): 307.
'"

possible because no suitable clays existed, but

Plusch, 84.

Backward

6.

in the

Terra Cotta Field," American Ceramic Society Bulletin 6

Engobes were added

to

buff clay, increasing the number of possible colors by using

oxides and clays which otherwise could not be employed.^'

Another major development concerned glazing.

Conventional red terra cotta

could not take a true glaze but was usually treated with a thin
water, to provide a smooth surface.""

with oxides, for color.

A

true glaze

Composition was

slip,

combined

a mixture of clay and
a glassy finish,

silica, for

glaze needed to have physical

critical as the

properties compatible with the clay body.

Glazed terra cotta originally required a costly three
the

number of firings was reduced

came

at

a

fortuitous

developments
buildings to

to.

—

steel

grow

taller

The need arose

and easily

A

one did glazing become affordable.^^ This advance

construction and the passenger elevator

—were

allowing

than their masonry bearing-wall counterparts could ever afford

for a material that

cleaned.^'*

Only when

At the end of the nineteenth century two major

time.

fi-ame

to

firings to produce.

Glazed

was

terra cotta

lightweight, reflective (for interior light wells)

was

the ideal solution.

brief discussion of attitudes toward terra cotta

opinions circulated as terra cotta became better known.

is

in order here.

The

first,

Two

primary

which followed John

Ruskin's "truth to materials" doctrine, resolved that terra cotta was nothing but a cheap

copy of stone. Indeed, many of its early incarnations were painted, molded, or treated
other ways to resemble stone.

"
^^

As much

as

75%

of American

terra cotta

was glazed

Hottinger, 307.

Frances Gale, "Terra-Cotta Masonry," Historic Building Facades: The Matmalfor Maintenance

Rehabilitation, ed. William G. Foulks

(New York:

Preservation Press, 1997) 88.

^^

Herbert D. Croly, "Glazed and Colored Terra-Cotta," Architectural Record 19 (1906): 317.

^*

Hottinger, 307.

and

in

to

imitate stone, usually granite, limestone, or

majority of the terra cotta probably

The opposite
in

its

own

right:

statement

"Terra cotta

is

indeed

fail.

quality

of

the

its

subject to

either will not wear, but a

critics, that

terra cotta

architects in

of something

the

The

but a

its

of the preceding

latter part

poorly manufactured terra cotta did

was

Those who advocated
it

it,

imposed by

limitations

just as

good

as stone:

"An

well-made burnt block of terra-cotta

use as an inexpensive substitute gave

first

to pass for another material.'^''

manufacture."^^

But a carefully produced

durability to the best stone."^*

its

as late as the 1920s, a

not an imitation of stone, nor a substitute for

a concession, aimed at

is

Even

side of the controversy staunchly believed in terra cotta as a material

consistency and the processes of

that

was intended

possessing distinct advantages,

material

marble"

is

inferior

equal in

terra cotta as a distinct material felt

a bad image.

George B. Post was one of

New York to exploit terra cotta for its unique

qualities, not as a

copy

else.^^

Terra cotta remained popular until about 1930,

when

the Depression dramatically

reduced the number of building projects, technological advances promoted machine-

produced materials, and a

new

trend toward simpler architectural design reacted against

the perceived excesses of the past.^° During

most applications of

its

terra cotta involved public

hotels, theaters, schools, apartment buildings,

and

heyday, roughly between 1880 and 1930,

utilities buildings.

and

institutional

buildings

department stores, automobile dealerships,

Comparatively few private residences employed

^'

Tunick, Terra-Cotta Skyline, 62, 67.

^^

Tunick, "Architectural Terra Cotta," 18.
Katherine Louise Smith, "Architectural Terra Cotta," House Beautiful 9 (1901): 153.

^'^

^^Ibid., 154.
^'

Herbert D. Croly, "The Proper Use of Terra Cotta,

^°

Mack,

140.

—banks,

m,"

Architectural Record (\906y. 75.

terra cotta.

though examples do

exist, generally in the

form of chimney

pots.

Its

molded

origin

terra cotta well-suited to large buildings with repetitive designs in a variety

makes

of

architectural styles.

Manufacture and Installation

Much

has been written about the manufacture of terra cotta, so only a brief

description of the process

today as

it

was 100 years

is

The basic process

included here for context.

ago.

The major

difference

is

much more technologically advanced, v^th computerized
The

Most of the clays used

States, the majority

which was known

The

is

is

its fertile

and drafting programs.
First

it

must be extracted
In the

New

Jersey,

clay beds.

last

down

to a

few months. Next, the

size.

After milling, the clay

anywhere from a few days

ground, reducing clay particles to a more manageable

the particles and decrease

cleaned of impurities, usually by sieving. Next, alternating layers of clay and grog are

and

firing,

and

for about a year before use."

is

Grog reduces

ground from scrap pieces of fired terra

Michael Stratton, "The Terra Cotta Industry:

Its Distribution,

shrinkage, controls drying

cotta, brick,

sewer pipe.

Manufacturing Process, and Products,"

Industrial Archaeology Review 8 (1986); 199.

"

same

equipment has become

of clays for architectural ceramics came from

This stage can

mixed and aged

^'

for

the

for terra cotta are shale or fireclays.^'

clay must be weathered in order to break

alkali content.

clay

kilns

clay itself goes through fairly lengthy preparation.

from the ground.
United

that the

is

Smith, 156.

"Mack,

" D.F.

131-32.

Albery,

"Grog

for Terra Cotta,"

American Ceramic Society Bulletin

5 (July 1926): 317.

After the clay

is

prepared, terra cotta manufacture begins.

are produced by the terra cotta

shop drawings

First,

These are interpretations of the

company.

architect's

designs drawn at a slightly larger scale to accommodate shrinkage, typically eight percent
firing
or about one inch per foot, though the precise adjustment depends on the clay and

temperature.

The drawings

also include details such as joint locations

and anchor systems

and are used by the sculptors and craftsmen responsible for producing the

terra cotta.

Next, ftiU-size models are sculpted in plaster or clay and used to create the plaster

molds

for the actual terra cotta.

Because of shrinkage, large ornaments cannot be taken

from one mold; instead, the model
are made.

The

is

cut into several interlocking pieces before the molds

plastic clay is pressed into the

molds

to a depth

of about one and a half

Terra cotta blocks are hollow, so for additional strength, internal stiffening webs

inches.

are added.'^

Once
clay

is

the clay

is

pressed or extruded— a process developed in the 1920s whereby

squeezed through a

for about forty-eight hours.

removed from the mold.

die—the

Excess water

Any

is

is

room

(85 degrees Fahrenheit)

drawn out and the clay shrinks enough

The dried

is

done

prior to a

second drying period.

stage in manufacture

is firing,

which gives

units are fired at temperatures reaching

up

to

terra cotta

When

final cooling.

Mack,

During

firing,

its

hard

the

finish.

2500 degrees Fahrenheit.

heating
entire firing process takes eight to fourteen days, including initial

^*

be

completely dry, glazes or slips are applied as the design requires.

The next

"

to

necessary finish work, such as smoothing, trimming of

seams, and removing imperfections,
clay

units go into a drying

The

of the kiln and

the finest clay particles are drawn to the surface of the unit.

126.

Tunick, "Architectural Terra Cotta," 29.

where they are

tightly

bonded, creating a hard, dense surface known as the

Unlike porcelain, terra cotta does not reach
into a single

mass with closed pores?^

vitreous material.

The

whereby clay

Instead, terra cotta

particles fuse

referred to as a semi-

is

^^

finished terra cotta units are finally sorted, numbered, and loaded for

shipment to the construction
filling the

full vitrification,

fireskin.

site.

Installation prior to

1

885 usually was accomplished by

blocks with mortar and applying them to the wall surface.

steel skeleton led to the

system of metal (usually iron or

integrated the terra cotta into the wall structure.^'

steel)

The anchors

The advent of the

anchors and

ties that

are usually set into the

hollow cavities of the terra cotta blocks, and to protect them firom corrosion, a coating of
asphalt or cement

is

their being crushed

applied.

The

cavities are then filled with brick or mortar to prevent

by the weight above.

mortar formula used for terra cotta
or stone mortar and can

be

^*
^'

stronger and

in place, the units are pointed.

The

more waterproof than

the typical brick

The

precise formula

either cementitious or lime-based.'*^

depends on the strength of the terra

"Mack,

is

Once

cotta.

136.

W.P. Lockington, "Terra Cotta in Philadelphia Architecture," The Clay-Worker 27 (March 1897): 237.
As a resuh of metal corrosion in historic terra cotta, modem-day anchors are stainless steel, nylon or

Teflon, or

FRP

*°Mack, 138.

rods (Weaver, 128-29).

Chapter Two
Terra Cotta Replacement

Terra cotta

is

not the infallible material

generally very durable, the clay

Though

the finished unit

was

its

early advocates claimed

was often improperly baked or poorly

installed incorrectly or poorly maintained.

have more to do with human error than with the material

itself,

it

was.

glazed, or

Granted, these issues

but even at the end of the

nineteenth century, problems were evident, at the expense of terra cotta' s reputation.

I

It

opine that the clay had been but sadly baked, for the result was most disastrous.
was finished in the fall of the year, and early in the following spring, in

company with three or four architects, we made an inspection. On all sides the
was cracking and peeling off, like sugar fi-om a plum cake. "So," said a

material

gray beard, "that

is

terra cotta.

Well, give

There are other problems with terra
drainage details

fail,

me

cotta,

none of the beastly stuff""'

water being the main

culprit.

Where

water does not shed effectively and can cause leaks, pooling,

efflorescence, corrosion of supports,

and even

structural failure.

When

water freezes and

expands, damage can be severe. Another result of the presence of water

is

that a moist

environment in any building favors biological growth. Plants have been known to grow
fi-om mortar joints,

and smaller organisms such as algae discolor the surface and indicate

high moisture levels.

Overloading of the terra cotta causes
hard.

When

penetrate.

"'

it

to break, as

can mortar that

is

improperly

cracks open up between the mortar and the terra cotta, water and salts

General surface erosion, whether through glaze or fireskin, can eventually

"Terra Cotta

Work in Philadelphia,"

The Clay-Worker 25 (June 1896): 540.

expose the vulnerable clay body to the elements.

Inappropriate repairs and cleaning

techniques, such as with high concentrations of acid, also

These are

just

some of the many

with architectural terra
exhibit themselves the

cotta.

damage

terra cotta."*^

preservation problems encountered

Unfortunately, in

many

damage has already been done.

cases

It is

when

dealing

by the time these problems
possible to repair terra cotta,

but the more severely deteriorated and broken pieces inevitably must be replaced.

The

options and criteria for replacement are the subject of this chapter.

Replacement
There are several considerations when choosing a replacement material for a
Cost aside, the ideal solution

historic building.

is

always to replace in-kind.

Other

options are available and range from traditional to high-tech materials, with varying

degrees of success.
Substitute materials should be used

new can
new and

raise issues

about a building's historic

distinct material

indirectly.'*^

When two

can

fiirther

harm

becomes

It is

integrity.

Sometimes the introduction of a

the historic resource, whether directly or

disparate materials abut each other, any stresses will be enacted

upon the weaker of the two, and moisture
the permeable.

on a limited basis because too much of the

will be forced

from the vapor impermeable to

therefore important to design the system so that the substitute

the sacrificial piece.'*^

Martin E. Weaver and F.G. Matero, Conserving Buildings: Guide to Techniques and Materials, Revised

(New York; Preservation Press, 1997) 1 18-122.
Sharon C. Park, Preservation Brief 16: The Use oj Substitute Materials on Historic Building Exteriors

Edition
*'

(Washington, DC. National Park Service, 1988)
'^

Ibid., 5.

1.

Deciding which substitute to use
variety of issues.

Some of the

is

a delicate balancing act, requiring thought

criteria to consider are listed

on a

below;

Availability of the original material
Availability of skilled labor

Physical compatibility

Visual compatibility
Functional compatibility
Durability

—does

the material have a proven track record?

—how

Weatherability

will the

Maintenance requirements

new compare to

the old over time?

(cost, frequency, access)

Cost of materials and labor

Ease of installation
Delivery time

Achieving a satisfactory visual match that will

The

requirements.

terra cotta

replicated.

part catalyzed urethanes.

fifteen years.'*^

difficult

Most

substitute materials, both high-tech

and

an applied coating or finish in order to obtain the desired color,

and water absorbency.

texture, gloss,

one of the more

shape, surface patterns and textures, and colors of the original

size,

must be accurately

traditional, require

last is

They

These finishes include

paints, acrylics,

and two-

All of these coatings must be reapplied about every ten to

also can alter reflectivity, causing the replacements to stand out in

certain types of weather,

and trap

salts

and moisture, which can lead to

Physical properties also must be compatible.'*^

spalling."*^

Different materials have different

compressive and shear strengths, moduli of elasticity, thermal expansion and contraction
rates,

'"

moisture absorption, and reflectivity.

Clem Labine, "Terra Cotta Replacement:

May/June 1994:
"^Park,

5.

9.

Is

it

Getting them to perform in a more or less

Real, or

is it

GFRC?" Clem Labine 's

Traditional Building

like

manner demands thorough understanding of both

historic

The

and new materials.

replacement pieces should have similar coefficients of expansion but lower compressive
strength and higher water and vapor absorption rates than the adjacent terra
early days of production, there

were no standards for

around the turn of the century seemed to be
5,000 and 7,000

psi.^^

By

cotta.'*

though the consensus

terra cotta,

compressive strength should be between

that

1961, the Public Works Specifications for Ceramic Veneer set

the lower limit at 3,500 psi for individual units, with a five-unit average of 5,000

Actual values today vary between manufacturers, but
least 8,000 psi

In the

compressive strength.

modem

psi.^'

terra cotta usually has at

These numbers are important

to

remember when

evaluating alternate materials.

One of the major drawbacks
they are so new,

some lack

associated with high-tech materials

industry standards. ^^

Even those

the test of time as replacements for terra cotta, which

questionable as long as the original material

treatments

so important.

is

information

known about

their

is

Certain products

performance the

available.

may

that

is

that

because

do not have not stood

makes recommending them
This

is

why

looking at past

deteriorate rapidly, so the

more

better.

Ethical Issues
Before a discussion of the various substitute materials ensues, the question of
should be examined.

authenticity

Architectural

simulations

have been around for

''^Weaver, 131.
*^

Park, 4.

Stephen J. Kelley and Jerry G. Stockbridge, "The Railway Exchange Building: A Terra Cotta
Renovation," APT- 5m//<j//>? Vol. 20, No. 3, 1988; 20.
'°
Susan M. Tindall, "How to Prepare Project-Specific Terra-Cotta Specifications," APT Bulletin Vol. 21,

"'

No.

"

1,

1989; 26.

Architectural Terra Cotta Institute, Public

Works Specifications: Ceramic Veneer, Oct. 1961.

centuries.

It

neither

is

materials to copy

nor unusual to use cheaper and more readily available

more expensive and

scored stucco are

now

materials, however,

is

Most

new

a

rare ones.^^

Treatments such as faux finishes and

considered worthy of preservation. Replacement of historic

more complicated

issue.

preservationists maintain that under

few circumstances

is

any material other

than the original acceptable. Only as an emergency measure, such as to address urgent
structural or moisture problems, should a different material be used.^"*

substitute

is

To many,

using a

equal to destruction because of a resultant loss of authenticity:

In ancient masonry, every substitution entails a loss of authenticity and value; if

the substitute goes beyond a certain point, the whole structure looks as if it were a

copy of the old one.

Therefore, the conservationist should always be willing to

fight as long as possible for the

preserve

it

in

its

original

"restoration," a respectable

Though most

most battered piece of material, the aim being to
it on the
pretext of

location and not to destroy

word

that covers a great deal of abuse.^^

preservationists prefer in-kind replacement,

consider substitutes for structural or pragmatic reasons.
deteriorated or broken unit of terra cotta,

matter what

its

perceived value.

selection process

are willing to

In the case of a severely

not feasible to retain the historic piece, no

If a substitute material is chosen, those involved in the

must weigh the options carefully and understand

more important than

The

it is

many

that the long term is

the short.

Secretary of the Interior's Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties

addresses the issue of replacement.

The requirements vary

slightly according to the

category of treatment (Preservation, RehabiUtation, Restoration, or Reconstruction). The

''Park,

"
'"

5.

Ibid., 2.

John Ashurst and Nicola Ashurst, Practical Building Conservation,

(Hants, Great Britain:

Gower Technical

Press, 1989) 83.

Vol. 2: Brick,

Terra Cotta

and Earth

Standard for Rehabilitation states that because in-kind replacement

economically feasible, "substitute material

is

is

not

always

acceptable if the form and design as well as

the substitute material itself convey the visual appearance of the remaining parts of the

feature

and

finish."^^ Strangely,

only the Standard for Preservation explicitly states that

The Standard

replacement materials match in composition.

for Restoration suggests in-

kind materials where possible.
It is

when

ironic that the debate over substitutes should again surface, considering that

terra cotta first

mimicked stone or

became popular

brick.

The

in the United States,

difference

is that,

many

objected to

it

because

it

even though early buildings frequently

used terra cotta in conjunction with brick or stone, the intent was not to replace selected
deteriorated units, so the issue of visual compatibility

now where

entire projecting cornices

was not so

of terra cotta are replicated

usually for matters of safety or cost. But

more

vital.

There are cases

in a lighter material,

often, only a fraction

of the original

detail

has to be replaced, meaning that substitutes are potentially obvious.

A final caveat: The examples of substitute materials in situ today is only a fraction
of the many attempts that were made and
substitute

must be approached with utmost

failed.

Therefore, the decision to use a

care.

Terra Cotta Replacement Materials
It

because

''

is

it

perhaps not surprising that terra cotta, a material that was once chosen

was considered economical,

is

now

being replaced with other materials

Giorgio Torraca, "Brick, Adobe, Stone and Architectural Ceramics: Deterioration Processes and
Conservation Practices," Preservation and Conservation Principles and Practice: Proceedings of the
North American International Regional Conference (Washington, DC: Preservation Press, 1976) 152-53.

because

is

it

often considered too expensive. Aside from terra cotta

substitute materials is available,

modem

building materials and

and these

fall

into

two broad

The

high-tech materials.

itself,

a variety of

categories: traditional

traditional materials are just that:

those materials that have been in use for hundreds, if not thousands, of years. Traditional
materials have stood the test of time, although their use as substitutes, particularly for

terra cotta,

is

relatively recent

tech materials have
fiberglass that are

cladding

and has not yet been established as successful. The high-

come about

new

during the twentieth century using products like

and

to the building industry, at least for exterior decorative

applications.

Ironically,

the

preservation

movement

itself

is

partially

responsible for the introduction of these synthetic materials onto historic buildings.

new

High-tech materials are

Many

general.

durability,

not only to the rehabilitation market but to architecture in

of these products are too

making

^^

their selection for

new

to

have established any records of

replacement one that must be justified by other

factors.

Some of

the

many

available substitutes are stone, precast concrete, cast stone,

fiberglass composites of concrete, plastic,

and gypsum; cast aluminum and

most common are concrete,

wood.

Of these,

the

plastic

(FRP).

Each replacement material has

cast stone,

its

own

and

—each

for every project

'*

Kay

building,

D Weeks and Anne E.

its

is

ideal

deterioration causes, and the composition of

its

terra

Grimmer, The Secretary of the Interior 's Standards for the Treatment of

Buildings (Washington, D.C.. National Park Service, 1995) 64.

"

No

advantages and

one choice

Historic Properties with Guidelines for Preserving, Rehabilitating, Restoring

"ibid,

and even

glass-fiber reinforced

distinct

disadvantages which are sunmiarized in the table in Appendix A.

iron;

118.

Park, 2.
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of the project, and budget must be evaluated individually according to the

cotta, the size

criteria

given earlier in this chapter.

Traditional Materials
Terra

The

cotta:

solution

preferred

by

most

preservationists

is

After a lapse in the middle of the twentieth

replacement, for rather obvious reasons.

century, the terra cotta industry has experienced a revival of sorts, though the

companies

in operation remains only a fraction

Thanks

production.

in-kind

number of

of that during the peak of terra cotta

to this renewal, genuine terra cotta replacement pieces can be

acquired.

One of the major advantages of using replacement
visual

may

and physical

properties, especially expansion

made

it

popular also

produce crisp

details, fire

when choosing replacement

make
and

terra cotta

(Modem

and contraction.

affect the properties and, therefore, compatibility.)

durable, an important issue

that

terra cotta is compatibility

Terra cotta

materials.

is

Many

many

fabrication

proven to be

of the qualities

an ideal solution for replacement: ability to

UV resistance, and the variety of possible finishes.

Terra cotta does have drawbacks, perhaps the most serious being
expense. In

cases the cost of using genuine terra cotta

is

its

time for manufacture can be as long as six months, and more labor

no molds or drawings

original pieces,

so

exist.

Because

terra cotta shrinks,

more craftsmanship

is

is

relative

exorbitant, leading

building owners to opt for materials that are cheaper, at least in the short term.

if

of

The lead

involved, especially

molds cannot be taken from

required to replicate the original molds.

Comparatively few manufacturers exist today, so availability

is

limited.

It is

also difficult to correctly

match glaze and

texture.

The

color in historic terra cotta were a result of firing and give vibrancy to facades.

machine-produced

terra cotta

of the

late twentieth century

glaze color than historic terra cotta.

Modem

of

subtle variations

The

has a more uniform body and

glazes, however, are thinner

and more

brittle.

A

final

broken pieces

disadvantage to using terra cotta for replacement of deteriorated and
that there is

is

always the risk of repeating past mistakes, either in

composition, manufacture, or installation. This
for the initial failure

is

is

why a complete analysis of the

reasons

so essential.

Natural stone: Proven durable by centuries of use, stone
for a replacement material considering so

much

terra cotta

is

an appropriate choice

was intended

to imitate

it.

Sharp, elaborate details are possible, and the metal anchoring necessary to attach the
stone can be

accommodated by

material, especially

also very heavy,

water

when a

large

number of

which may eliminate

absorption

However, stone

carving.

it

intricately

is

an expensive building

carved pieces

as an option in certain cases.

and the resulting difference

in

light

reflection

is

required.

The

It is

faster rate

may make

of

the

replacement pieces stand out during wet weather.
Precast concrete:
through

application,

architectural

"

Architectural precast concrete

finish,

shape,

form and finished

or

color

effect.^^

It

Sidney Freedman, "Architectural Precast Concrete,"

Materials: History arid Conservation (^Washington,

texture

is

any concrete element that

contributes

to

a

structure's

can be structural or not, conventionally

ed.

DC:

Thomas

C. Jester, 2&''-Century Building

McGraw-Hill, 1995) 108

reinforced or unreinforced, and have bolted or welded connections.

first

used in 1923 but did not become popular

A

variety of surface treatments

hammering, sandblasting, acid etching
the concrete

its color.^'

finishes have

cement

been

Though

two and a quarter

to

—and

—water

washing, brushing, bush

paint, pigments,

and tinted aggregates give

possible

new

reproduced.

as a substitute for terra cotta, surface

The

typical formula

parts colored, graded aggregate.^^

required, though for

some

water absorption.

Precast concrete

applications they

may be

is

one part white

Surface coatings are not

necessary to match color and prevent

vapor permeable, noncombustible, and easily

is

by conventional masons. Additionally, rubber molds can be taken

installed

the original terra cotta pieces because shrinkage

wet concrete.

into the

Precast concrete

concrete

is

is

is

is

best used

directly fi-om

not an issue, and anchors can be cast

Like the other traditional building materials,

successfully used in architecture but

was

until the late 1950s.*'°

relatively

still

fairly accurately

is

Precast concrete

it

has been

often fi"aught with problems.

when weight

is

not a significant factor.

too heavy and strong, the adjacent terra cotta could suffer.

It is

If the

also not

appropriate for intricate details. Matching color and texture can be difficult, and the color

is

known

to fade.^^ Also, precast concrete is sensitive to rates

expansion

much

Despite

different

its

from

terra cotta.

disadvantages, precast concrete

substitute materials for terra cotta, but

""
*'

of moisture absorption and

it

is

one of the most widely used

not always successful.

is

The Railway Exchange

Ibid.
Ibid.

" John Fidler,

"Fragile Remains:

An

International

Review of Conservation Problems

in the

Decay and

Treatment of Architectural Terracotta and Faience," Architectural Ceramics: Their History. Manufacture
Joint Symposium of English Heritage and the United Kingdom Institute for
Conservation: 22-25 September 1994, ed. Jeanne Marie Teutonico (London: James & James, 1996) 23.

and Conservation: A

"

Labine,

9.

22

Building in

St.

Louis, Missouri, had precast concrete pendants cast (ca. 1985) to replace

terra cotta pieces that shattered

when

the metal supports corroded.

concrete had deteriorated so severely that

all

After ten years, the

of the pendants were replaced again, this

time using FRP.
Cast stone:

A highly

refined form of concrete, cast stone

is

a mixture of portland

cement, fine and coarse aggregates, and water. Cast stone typically imitates stones that
are evenly veined and colored.

much

imtil after the Civil

It

War

dates as far back as the Middle

in the United States.

formulas and finishes were patented.
selection

Like terra

much

its

cotta, the

original ornament.

into the

warm and damp

manufacture of cast stone begins with drawings.

molds

Either the dry

completed mold.
is

for the cast stone are

tamp or west
Curing

is

cast process

those of precast concrete.

used to force the

depending on the

usually steam cured, while wet cast need only be

cast stone as a popular terra cotta substitute are similar to

Molds

are easily taken from the historic terra cotta. Cast stone

load-bearing, vapor permeable, and has years of use to

is

it

produced directly

is

slightly different

Because

for about five days.^^

The pros and cons of

strength

the careful

simpler counterpart.

type of casting: dry-tamped cast stone

is

was

com

less than terra cotta, rubber

cement mixture

kept

it

and proportion of cements, aggregates, and mineral pigments and control of air

more expensive than

from the

popular, several different

These were important because

bubbles that distinguish cast stone from

shrinks

Once

Ages but was not used

similar to terra cotta,

modem-day

its

advantage.

Its

compressive

standards requiring 6,000 psi, and

its

water

*''
Adrienne B. Cowden and David P. Wessel, "Cast Stone," Twentieth-Century Building Materials: History
and Conservation, ed. Thomas C. Jester (Washington, DC: McGraw-Hill, 1995) 87.

23

absorption

is

under five

percent.*'^

However,

cast stone is susceptible to the effects

freeze-thaw cycles, moisture absorption and expansion.

problem, and

its

may

weight

In addition, surface erosion

of

is

a

prevent cast stone from being a suitable choice in certain

situations.

Cast aluminum:
material.

because
is

It is

it

too

This metal has

actually a

is

cast in

qualities

molten alloy of aluminum and

molds made from models and

lightweight, cast aluminimi

may pose

many

is

ideal in situations

is

which lend
is

it

somewhat

to use as building

similar to terra cotta

prone to shrinkage.^^ Because

where projecting

it

architectural details

a safety threat. Relatively quick to produce and assemble, aluminum has been

used successfully in buildings for years, typically as door and window frames, curtain
walls, spandrels, copings, flashing, gutters,

and a variety of surface finishes
neither

is it

combustible.

certain metals.

and

It

is

and

roofing.

It

can be cast in

Cast aluminum

possible.

generally resists corrosion unless

it

is

comes

Unfortunately, obtaining proper adhesion of paint

joints require maintenance.

not

intricate forms,

fire resistant,

but

into contact with

is difficult.

Coatings

Cast aluminum also has a high coefficient of thermal

expansion and contraction.

One

recent project that substituted cast

aluminum

for terra cotta

was the 1993

renovation of the Westmoreland Coimty Courthouse in Greensburg, Pennsylvania.
original glazed terra cotta fi-om the

new

"
^
*^

1907 dome had been replaced with poorly matched

terra cotta that deteriorated quickly

Ibid.,

and

itself

had to be replaced.

The

architects.

88-89.

Ibid., 88.

Harry Hunderman and Deborah Slaton, "Criteria for Selection of Replacement Material for Terra Cotta
ed. Stephen Kelley, Standards for Preservation and Rehabilitation, ASTMSTP 1258,

Dome Construction,"
1996: 302.
'^

The

Ibid.,

294.
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Wiss Janney Elstner Associates of Chicago, selected

The decision

various options.

cast

aluminum

to use a substitute material

after researching the

was based on

including the proven success of cast aluminum in similar applications.

made

in larger panels

caulked, the result was a
future repairs

made

is

Sheet metal:
replacement.
material

is

dome with

easier

these had to be

Access to the

better resistance to water.

interior for

by the use of cast aluminum, which can be dismantled.

Sheet metal such as aluminum can be used for certain types of

Decoration

more

Aluminum can be

Ahhough

than terra cotta, meaning fewer joints.

several factors,

is

stamped into the metal using presses or molds, but the

suitable for simple designs like plain cornices. Its advantages are similar

to those for cast aluminum: sheet metal is lightweight, corrosion-resistant, durable,

noncombustible, and accepts a variety of finishes.

Disadvantages include a tendency to

buckle, high coefficient of thermal expansion, possibility of galvanic corrosion, and water
penetration at attachments.^^

Sheet metal can be used for terra cotta replacement but

history in such applications

not extensive.

is

Wood: While one of the most-used building materials
used for terra cotta replacement.

Compared

inexpensive and easily obtained, and

However,

like sheet metal

it

to

many of

wood

is

the other substitutes,

can be carved to produce

intricate

rarely

it

is

details.

and stucco, the properties and physical appearance of wood do

not sufficiently approximate those of terra cotta and thus
replace

in the worid,

its

it

is

generally not used to

it.

Little

has been written about the use of

example was found
units of painted

in the literature.

A

wood

building in

and carved wood which subsequently

for terra cotta replacement.

One

Quebec City received replacement
rotted.

The screws which attached

the

wood

had themselves corroded,

pieces

presenting

"a

second

generation

of

problems."^"

High-Tech Materials
Glass-fiber reinforced plastic

useful to discuss these

and so are

glass-fiber reinforced cement:

two materials together because of their

shelled composites reinforced by

similar,

and

their

chopped

glass fibers.

perhaps

is

Both are

thin-

Their methods of production are

advantages and disadvantages.

The terminology can be confusing.
lengthy product

similarities.

It

The acronyms used

to abbreviate these

names include GFRC, GRC, FRC, GFRP, FRP, and GRP.

To

further

complicate matters, literature alternately refers to glass-fiber reinforced plastic and glassfiber reinforced polyester.

In this thesis, the acronyms

GFRC

and

FRP

will

be used,

simply because they are the most prevalent in this country.

FRP

is

the oldest of the thin-shelled composites and a popular terra cotta

replacement material.

Coming
42),

it

Fiberglass

became

At

A few years later (1941-

glass fabric

by 1938.

combine glass

fibers with

molding resin polyesters and

possible to

first

Owens-

was producing woven

resins that cured with

bom.^'

Glass fibers themselves have been around since 1713.

low presstire and temperature, and

FRP was most

glass fiber reinforced plastic

allyl

was

often used for boats, and construction applications

followed, though these were generally limited to wall panels or sensational projects such

"^

Ibid.,

303.

™ Weaver,
^'

Anthony

122.
J.T.

Walker, "Fiber Reinforced Plastic," ed. Thomas C. Jester,
DC McGraw-Hill, 1995) 142,

History and Conservation (Washington,

:
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lOf*" -Century

Building Materials:

—

cladding and ornament

came

later.

For building applications, the material
borosilicate or 'E' glass fiber that

Many

with additives/^

be used, but the most

is

is

typically

composed of chopped

impregnated by a heat-setting polymer and mixed

different polymers, such as acrylics, vinyls,

common

is

an unsaturated polyester

and polyesters, can

Among

resin.

the possible

additives are catalysts, stabilizers, flame retardants, fillers for texture, and pigments.^'*

Contact molding uses either a male or female mold whose surface

A

releasing agent.

gel coat 4-5 millimeters thick

is

is

treated with a

next brushed or sprayed into the

mold, followed by alternating resin coats and fibrous mats. Another method of applying
the materials uses a spray gun which mixes the glass fibers with the resin; after an

appropriate coverage

Any

FRP

is

reached, the fabricator uses a rolling tool to smooth the surface.

necessary trimming or finishing

is

done before curing

units are attached with screws into

structural angles

made of

fiberglass,

aluminum or

wall, attached using concealed clips, or

One

source stated that

FRP

is

wood

" Walker,

its

light

complete.^^

steel.

bonded with a

FRP can

finished

also be bolted into a

structural adhesive.^^

now being described the way

weight and quick to manufacture.

The

blocking, galvanized steel studs or

waterproof, inexpensive, and virtually maintenance-fi-ee.^^
strong for

is

It

is

terra cotta

once was

popular because

it

is

A wide range of surface finishes can

145-46.

John Fidler, "Glassfibre-Reinforced Plastic and Cement Facsimiles in Building Restoration," ed. Stephen
Marks, Transactions of the Association for Studies in the Conservation of Historic Buildings Vol. 12, 1987:
18.
^'*

Walker, 142.

''

Walker, 144.

^*

Charles Wittman, "Specifying

& Installing Architectural FRP,"

42.
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Traditional Building July/ Aug. 1995:

imitate almost any building

material

nonstructural

in

contexts.

imdercuts are possible using rubber molds, but these do not

last as

Deep

and

textures

long as conventional

non-flexible molds7* For replacement projects, casts are taken from the original pieces.

The

gel coat is a

As

with FRP.

key element, but

also causes

it

the unit's first line of defense,

it

many of the problems

associated

protects the resinous matrix and delays,

photodegradation. During manufacture, improper amounts of releasing agent and catalyst

can lead to ripping, cracking, or blistering of the body and/or gel

coat.

If the gel coat is

become a problem.

Ultraviolet light results in

powdering, chalking, brittleness, cracking, and exfoliation.

Differential bleaching can

too thick, cracking and embrittlement

also occur.^^ Impact

damage through the

gel coat exposes the glass fibers to capillarity.^"

Other components present problems.
additives lead to chalking

and powdering,

If

exposed, glass fibers can decay, too

fillers

many

can degrade, and flame retardants can

Resin degradation makes fibers more prominent and affects the color and

yellow.

of the

reflectivity

deformation.

supports

Insufficient

material.^^

can

result

Workshop temperatures under 16 degrees Celsius

lead to condensation and

improper curing, and outside temperatures over 60 degrees cause softening of the

FRP

high thermal expansion coefficient (approximately 10 x 10^ inyin/°F compared

unit.^^

Its

to 2.5

X 10^

in/in/°F for terra cotta)

means

that

its

joints

must be

The minimum

effective.

caulk width should be .250-.375 inch for units up to twelve feet in length.

^^

and

creeping

in

^^

David Talbott, "Terra-Cotta Replacement: Molded Substitute Materials," Clem Labine

's

Traditional

Building March/ April 1997: 64.
''*

Personal interview with Matt Axel, 19 April 1999.

''

Fidler, "Glassfibre-Reinforced Plastic

^°

Walker, 147.

^'

R.K. Jain et

al,

and Cement Facsimiles," 21-22.

"Weathering Behaviour of Glass Fibre Reinforced Polyester Sheets— 10 Years Outdoor

Exposure," Durability of Building Materials 2 (1983): 28.
^'
*^

Ibid.

Walker, 146.

good match using FRP

Visually, achieving a

unlike the weathered terra cotta

it

imitates,

mellowing over time. Part of the reason
biological

is

The coating can be

life.*"*

discoloration, but manufacturers

and

its

is difficult.

plastic

is

uniform,

is

not capable of supporting

allow some natural

sandblasted to

do not recommend

finish

sheen stays bright rather than

that the gel coat

lightly

Its

this practice.^^

According to industry members, preservationists have been snobby about

Whether

are just begiiming to accept it.^

though

it is

it

should be accepted remains to be seen. Even

older than other fiberglass composites,

record as a substitute material.

—

looked

still

it

FRP

does not have a proven track

One noteworthy example of failure

Pavilion in Brighton, Sussex, where a stone minaret

Because of aesthetic

FRP but

new

—and

within ten years

was replaced with one
physical

cast in

is

the

FRP.

problems that exhibited

themselves before a decade had passed, a stone minaret was eventually substituted for the
In Philadelphia,

replacement.^^

FRP

originally resembled cast metal but

fading,

all

lampposts outside the Philadelphia

have been so ill-maintained that fiber prominence,

and impact fi-om automobiles (mended with duct tape) are

these problems,

GFRC
glass fibers,

is

FRP

is

perhaps best used when the material

imtil 1972.

It

The term GFRC, where

the

C

painted.

is

Fidler, "Glassfibre-Reinforced Plastic

in the

mid-1960s but

stands for concrete,

Its

is slightly

— 5%

proportions

glass

and Cement Facsimiles," 20

*'

Personal interview with Matt Axel, 19 April 1999.

**

Personal interviews with Axel and Charles Wittman, 30 January 1999.

*^

Fidler, 24.

*^

Richard Rush, "Glassfiber Reinforced Concrete.

May

Because of

evident.

resembles

developed in England beginning

misleading because the material contains no large aggregate.^^

Architecture

it

all

a thin-shelled composite of portland cement, chopped alksdi-resistant

and fine aggregate.

was not marketed

Museum of Art

A New Material with a Familiar Face,"

1980: 138-39.
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Progressive

fibers

and up

concrete.^^

—make GFRC

80% cement

to

is

It

thin

and lightweight compared to

traditional

often used to create rocks and trees for zoos, and in architecture as

curtain wall panels.

In the last twenty years,

GFRC

has also been used as a substitute

material in preservation projects.

Much

like

the

—

the glass fibers and

components

pumped through a

spray gun into a

cement

—of GFRC

mold coated with

GFRC

live loads to the structure,

is

popular because

its

manufacture,

slurry

material during installation, a reinforcing metal

wind and other

FRP

of

process

spray-up

are

mixed

framework

material

is

A

vapor permeable and

and

light

When

curing,

the problems encountered with

it

shrinks

installed panels to

though the

GFRC, one of

more than conventional

and up

no consistency among these

James

'^

Labine,

is

is

possible.

9.

" Ibid.,

92.

"What's

this

The

depends on

latter quality

to three times that

rates: for

the biggest

rate is high,

is

Building

of terra

example, himiidity

Made Of?"

movement.

approximately two to

cotta.'^

alters the

In addition, there

is

thermal expansion

Long-term creep, another possible type of movement,

S. Russell,

'^Russell, 93.

actually the

it

is

""Ibid., 141.
'"

it

concrete; wetting and drying can cause

move; and the thermal expansion

three times that of concrete

coefficient.

and surface finishes

weight make

GFRC does conduct heat, however.^^

insulation and the interior finish.^'

Among

resistant,

stiffen the

GFRC is non-structural.^°

thin-shell profile {V2-V4'')

fire

as they are

attached; this also transfers

is

a necessity because

variety of colors

individual

To

releasing agent.

easy to transport, though compared to the other thin-shell composites
heaviest and most expensive.

the

Architectural Record July 1990: 92.

increased by

dampness.

Because of

all

these changes, anchors must be flexible and joints must be

adequate.

The surface

effects

of time, weather, and poor production

and

exfoliation.

General discoloration can be

should not be treated with commercial cleansers, which can cause

unsightly but

result.

crazing, cracking,

itself lead to

If dark

yellowing.^'*

ill

In manufacture, problems with the releasing agent, excess slurry, and the

are displayed.

mold

where many of the

is

pigments are used, fiber prominence and white chalky patterns can

Flat surfaces often effloresce.^^

maintained or

it

can wear away.

If a surface coating is used,

The cement matrix can

it

must be regularly

also erode, causing fiber

prominence, and colors often fade. The glass fibers also can cause problems.
reinforcement

ile

fails,

so will the product as a whole.

(The fibers impede the development

cracks.^^)

The

structural stability

absorption rate takes

its toll,

of

GFRC

is

not guaranteed either.

The high water

causing the material to lose strength and become

Laboratory analyses over twenty years have shown that only in relatively dry

GFRC

retain

most of

its

structural applications.

seem an

If the

strength.

Given

^^

this

It is

for this reason that

It is

also so

new

that

it

its

air will

cannot be used for

tendency to deteriorate in wet weather,

ideal candidate for terra cotta replacement since

be assumed.

GFRC

brittle.

it

does not

long-term durability cannot

does not have an established history of successful

use in building projects.

" Fidler, 23.

''

Rush, 142

K. Komlos, et al, "Long-term Durability of GRC Composites," Durability of BuilJing Materials and
Components, 628.

'*

''

A.

J.

Majumdar and

Components, 656.

B. Singh,

"Long-term Durability of GRC," Durability of Building Materials and

Polymer -modified glass-fiber reinforced gypsum.

gypsum (GRG)

glass-fiber reinforced

is

Under normal circumstances,

The

not suitable for exterior use.

addition of

acrylic

polymers (forty percent of the composite) makes the gypsum matrix durable

enough

for exposure to weather.

and the material

possible,

rapidly produced.

As

is

PGRG,

is

finishes

and crisp

details is

and

the newest of the thin-shelled composites,

is

is

for replacement.^^

similar to the other thin-shelled materials.

glass fibers with small proportions

excess

wide range of surface

lightweight, relatively inexpensive, resists impact,

a result,

becoming more popular
Fabrication

is

A

Wet gypsum

of additives are layered in a mold.

trimmed, and any patching or other finishing

is

slurries

When

and

dry, the

performed before the pieces are

stacked to completely cure.^^

Among the

disadvantages of PGRG are

newness to the market

A

(GRG

breathable surface coating

severe winters.

It is

did not arrive in the United States until the late 1970s).'°°

is

usually necessary for a proper match and resistance to

An

concrete, the addition of polymer resins

durable. Unlike regular concrete,

though some do include a

may be

complicated, especially

installers.

Polymer or epoxy concrete:

little

answer to some of the drawbacks of

makes

the resulting concrete stronger

traditional

and more

polymer concrete contains no cementitious material,

portland cement in the mix.

part thermosetting material that can

Labine,

high thermal-expansion coefficient and

also non-structural, and installation

with a dearth of experienced

'

its

The binder

is

a resinous two-

be used as a consolidant, an adhesive, a patching

9.

Kevin A. Sandifer, "Study of Glass Reinforced Gypsum," The Canadian Architect June 1985: 29-30.

* Ibid, 29.

32

.

compound, and a molding

5-15% but can be

resin.

"^'

30%

as high as

be almost any dry, non-absorbent
stone.

Other additives include

depending on the

polymer concrete, the polymer content

In

for mixtures with very fine

solid, the

most

common

The mineral

usually

filler

can

being sand, gravel, or crushed

plasticizers, fire retardants,

and

fiber reinforcements,

application.'*^^

Compared

to conventional concrete,

to corrosion, rot, and fungus.

and lowers water permeability.
coatings are needed for

UV

The

polymer concrete

is

more

stable

and

resistant

resin also improves resistance to freeze-thaw cycles

On the downside, the raw materials themselves are

protection,

and

fillers

are often necessary to

product compatible with expansion coefficients of adjacent

is

filler.

is

material.'**^

make

toxic,

the rigid

Polymer concrete

not vapor permeable, and the organic binder lowers resistance to heat, so prolonged

exposure will only lead to degradation of the resin and a weaker material overall.

Not much has been written on the use of polymer concrete
Again,

its

relative

newness

durable, even though

Micro-cotta, which

Micro-cotta

Its

is

it is

is

in the construction industry

marketed that way.

A

similar

that

it

example

of terra

has not been proven

is

a product called
'°'*

lightweight, less expensive than terra cotta, and can take a glazed finish.

inferior.

Prone to fading, yellowing, and crazing, the

material generally falls apart after a short time.'°^

improved, but no recent

literature

Supposedly

its

composition was

can be found on the subject.

1 1

A. Blaga and

cotta.

a polymer-based concrete that was popular during the 1980s.

performance, however, has been

Park,

means

in place

J.J.

Beaudoin, "Polymer Concrete," Canadicm Building Digest ^o\. 1985, 242-1.

Park, 11.

Raul A. Barreneche, "Restoring Terra-Cotta,'M/-c/i//ec/M/-e Nov. 1994: 128.
Pete Pederson, Gladding

McBean technical

service, personal interview,

30 January 1999.

Chapter Three
The Belmont Pumping Station: History And Introduction to the Problems

Philadelphia in the late eighteenth century was plagued with health problems
linked to the poor quality of

its

water.

Yellow fever outbreaks were the

result

of drains

and

cesspiools contaminating the water supply.

At the urging of Benjamin Franklin, the

city

formed the

1798

Joint

Watering Committee

in

improve the quality of drinking

to

water.

The committee
devise a solution.

hired Benjamin Henry Latrobe, the well-known architect, to

His recommendation was to

pump

water from the Schuylkill River,

then the cleaner of the two major waterways, using what would become in 1801 the

steam pumping plant in the United

States.

'°^

first

Water traveled through a brick tunnel from

the station on Chestnut Street to Centre Square, where another

pump elevated it.

Despite this major achievement, the pumps were soon fi-aught with problems.

This time the solution came fi-om Frederick Graff, sup)erintendent and engineer in charge

of the water supply. Graff,

who became an

expert on hydraulic engineering and served

forty-two years in Philadelphia, suggested placing a
city at Faire

Mount. This was done

viable until the reversion to water

By

power when

Works was

1845, a series of

new pumping

Works. The need

for filters arose

station just outside the

in 1815, but the station did not

the

built in 1822.^°^

had grown so

insufficient to serve the entire area.

Begiiming in

stations

was

dam was

become economically

cleaner, but Philadelphia

the middle of the century, water

large that the Fairmount

new pumping

was

buih, the

first

and

largest the Schuylkill

toward the turn of the twentieth century, when industry

Philadelphia Bureau of Water, Description of the Filtration Works

and Pumping Stations also Brief

Historical Review of the Water Supply 1789-1900 (Philadelphia: 1909) 59.

pollution of water, often just upstream from the

typhoid.

By

In

1913, the city began chlorinating

occurrence of water-related

One of

stations

The

was the

built

and 130

No

feet

reservoir

in

Ward Works,

the west banks of the

on land now owned by the Philadelphia
Problems were

—only a stand pipe

was planned

five feet

high was erected for storage."^ The annual reports of the Water

Department made frequent references to the

works are now

855 Twenty-fourth

of brick and equipped with Bull Cornish engines.

evident even during construction.
in diameter

1

was located on

station

Schuylkill River, just above the Fairmount dam,

was

water, further reducing the

illness.

pumping

the early

its

'°^

which served West Philadelphia.

It

epidemics of

stations, led to

1911, five fiher stations were in operation, and the disease rate dropped

dramatically.

Zoo.^°^

pumping

complete working

their capacity, without a reservoir."'"

insufficient nature of the station:

demand upon

order...

By

"These

them... has been fully up to

1867, preparations were under

way

for a

new

engine for the station, but the next year the chief engineer changed his mind:

me

would not be judicious to
it was therefore
proposed... to change the location of the pumping works to a point higher up the
river.
To transfer the Cornish engine to Schuylkill Works, and erect two new
engines... at the new location... an embankment commenced on the Montgomery
Careful consideration of the subject convinced
erect a

new and

expensive engine

at the

it

present location...

avenue side of the work."^
There were several reasons for the decision. The modifications necessary to adapt the old
building to the

new equipment would have

required quarrying the rock on which

and constructing an ascending main of 12,000

The Philadelphia Water Department:
The Philadelphia Water Department:
"" Philadelphia Bureau of Water, 69.
'^"^
\%SS Annual Report, 21,.
"
1 860 Annual Report, 69.
'"*

'

feet,

which would have increased the

An Historical Perspective (Philadelphia:
An Historical Perspective, 10-11.

1988)

4.

it

sat

cost.

danger, and amount of fuel required.

A mud

bar had also formed in front of the station,

further complicating operation of the pumps.

The

site

chosen was that of the Belmont Cottage, facing the river just below the

Columbia Bridge. The aptly-named Belmont Works went

Figure

new

building

1

First

Belmont Pumping

Station,

Fairmount Water Works.

structure in the

Second Empire

chief engineer and son of the

Jr.,

The

1872 (Philddelphw W.aler Dqwrtment Archives ace 1872.284)

was a brick and Ohio sandstone

designer was Frederic Graff

into operation in 1870.

Built up against the rear of the

man

style.

The

responsible for the

Belmont Works was a large

gambrel-roofed boiler house, and behind that was an even larger coal shed served directly

by

railroad tracks.'"

This building, too, had
as the interior

was

in a state

"^ \S6^ Annual Report, 16-17.
"^ A plan of the site can be seen
^^^
Annual Report, 107.

its

share of problems. In 1883 a host of repairs

of "ruin and destruction.""'* In order

in the

to relieve the

1884 Annual Report, between pages 178 and 179.

m3

36

was made,
extreme

heat of the engine room, a ventilator almost twenty by fifty feet and seven feet high
installed in the

Even

was

roof

after repairs, the station

on the present Belmont Pumping
of new construction

was not

Station.

in Philadelphia.

efficient

At the time,

enough, and in 1900 work began
terra cotta

was a common element

Writing in a series of journal articles

at the turn

of

the century, W.P. Lockington discussed the popularity of terra cotta in the city and the
fi-equency of

brick, with

its

combination with brick:

". .the call is
.

massive details of terra cotta.""^

for stretcher, hard

and ornamental

Such was the case with the new Belmont

station.

The Belmont

project involved the erection of a

new

engine house and intake and

the enlargement of the boiler house. Before the old engine house

was demolished, a

frame structure was built around the three engines inside to protect and allow them to be
used, albeit slightly impeded, during construction.

to the foundations,

which were extended south

The old building was then torn down
form the base of the new building.

to

Demolition began on 15 June 1900, but brownstone foundation was not finished

December

4.

cotta trim,

Work

until

then proceeded quickly, and the exterior walls, including the terra

were nearing completion as the year came to an end.

The

boiler house's

expansion southward was finished on December 3."^

The new Belmont Works was about
a

much

three times the size of

its

predecessor and on

grander scale. Whereas the earlier building had an almost domestic

structure

the roof

was

sophisticated, with ornate terra cotta detailing

feel, the

and Conosera clay

1900

tiles

on

Previous mistakes were avoided with the installation of a ventilator in the roof.

'" W.P. Lockington, "Brick and Terra Cotta
"* \9QQ Annual Report, 79-81.

in Philadelphia,"

The Clay-Worker 37 (June 1902): 629.

Description of the Belmont Pumping Station and its Site

The

current site plan

Only the pumping

is

simple compared to the earlier complexes of buildings.

station remains.

Montgomery Avenue

Its

main facade overlooks West River Drive, which

intersects just north

The Columbia

of the building.

railroad bridge

Figure 3 Looking north to the intersection of Montgomery Avenue and West
:

River Drive, with railroad bridge crossing over
Station

crosses the Schuylkill River above the intersection.

former

site

it.

The Belmont Pumping

is at leA.

of the 1906 boiler house, and

this

building where the 1871 boiler house used to be.

A

small parking lot occupies the

meets another paved area behind the

The landscape around the

wooded, and a small creek runs through the south portion of the property

The Belmont Pumping
cotta trim.

The

style falls

Renaissance Revival,
characteristics

of the

Station

is

station is

to the river.

constructed of red brick v^dth red unglazed terra

under the category of Academic Classicism, with features of

which was popular from about

1890 through

style exhibited in the building are the low-pitched

1930.

The

hipped roof with

projecting wing; arched windows; overhanging eaves with decorative brackets; pilasters

and columns

The

building

has

a

is

three large round-arched

windows on each

window

of rough-faced

foundation

four-course

brownstone, above which

stone

foundation; and masonry cladding.

at the entrance; beltcourses; rusticated

a cut stone beltcourse."^

windows themselves

The main facade looks

are

modem aluminum

band of terra

is

composed

detailing.

made up of

water leaf

detail;

of,

The arches

the egg-and-dart forming the outer curve.

dentils,

it,

muUions followed the

The

line

is

of the

making the windows look choppy

from bottom

cotta flush with the wall, a

molding with rope-and-bead

cotta cornice,

The

A second beltcourse, this one of terra cotta, serves as the spring

of the window arches. The course
flat

and has

replacements with a gridlike pattern that

aluminum ones completely disregard

and not well-integrated.)

molding, a

east

side of a central entrance projection.

inappropriate in scale and design. (Whereas the original

beltcourse, the

Hummelstown

are aligned with the uppermost course of the foundation.

sills

^'^

The

to top,

row of small

an egg-and-dart

dentils,

and a crown

are detailed in a similar manner, with

plain brick walls rise to an elaborate terra

several different components: egg-and-dart molding, large

a

row of

bordered by a water-leaf motif; a

scrolled leaf brackets separated

flat fascia,

and another egg-and-dart,

crown molding. This same arrangement of cornice

details is

foimd on

all

by coffers and
all

capped by a

three decorated

facades.

The entrance
on each of its

projection

side walls.

The

is

deep enough

details carry

Though

this

accommodate another arched window

over from the front wall and around the comer

A Field Guide to American Houses (New York: Alfred A. Knopf^ 1990)
book focuses on domestic architecture, the styles and features are the same as for

Virginia and Lee McAlester,

396-99.

to

commercial and public buildings.
'" \9Q\ Annual Report,%A.
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to the entrance bay.

projection features a grand

by an arched window. The door

either side

ground

The front-gabled

set

under a large arch that reaches from the

Like the windows, the door

above the windows.

to just

is

doorway flanked on

is

also a poorly scaled

glass-and-aluminum replacement that seems woefully out of place on a building of
style.

On

either side of the

door

is

simple terra cotta blocks on which

and a fluted column

inside.

a

modem

sit,

on

either side

Both have Corinthian

than the others and has written on

it

The bases of the entrance arches
of the door, a

capitals

the

doorway

is

on the outside

is

more

detailed

"BELMONT PUMPING

in raised terra cotta letters

Set on the top of the arch

pilaster

are

and simple bases, and visually

The arch over

support the higher of the two beltcourses.

STATION."

sconce.

this

a shell and sea serpent design. '^°

A rectangular

plaque bordered by egg-and-dart molding and a scroll motif floats in the wall surface

about four feet above; on

it

are the

words

"BUREAU

OF

WATER

1866-1900."

The

cornice returns are approximately six to eight feet in length.

The north facade has
but has since been enclosed.

three arched windows.

A

new

a large
inches,

station

scar.

and

its

was

originally

rather strange addition at the west

erected shortly after the brick smokestack from the

the

The middle

when

built against the stack,

The brick wall on

first station

the latter

was a door

comer probably was

was demolished; because

was destroyed

the addition projects from the

it

no doubt

left

main wall by several

cornice fails to duplicate the original in design or color and does not even

continue the lines of the roof '^' The alteration, complete with terra cotta comice, was in
place at least as early as 1944, according to historic photographs.

A maritime theme executed in terra cotta is also found on the Queen Lane Station.
'^'

This

is

a

good example of the difficuhy of having

Perhaps the manufacturer was out of business by

terra cotta

this time,
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made

for only a small

number of units.

and the prospect and expense of having

new

1

The west fa9ade
building

—

clearly

This

gutters.

new pumping

is

is

unadorned.

—and

newer

is

incoiiipaliblc

The brickwork

is

lerr.i

cclKi

different

from the

rest

of the

broken only by a small, plain door, a truck door, and

explained by the demolition of the old boiler house against which the

station

what happened: the

was

built.

A scar seen on the south fa9ade at the west comer shows

terra cotta trim stops

more than a

foot short

of the end of the wall,

and the brickwork, stone foundation, and pointing are obviously not
unit of the stone beltcourse

like the original part

is

gray; the rest are red.)

original.

(The comer

The remainder of the south facade

is

of the north: three large arched windows, the center one originally a

doorway but since enclosed.

The

station has a hipped roof oriented north-south, with the aforementioned

central gabled projection to the east.

inch Conosera

substituted,

roll tiles

When

covered the roof

cotta

built

it

is

By

was

first

constructed, 10- by 15-

the early 1940s,

wood

and about two years ago, these were replaced with composite

result is a drastically altered appearance.

molds

the building

'^^

The

was daunting, so a stock moid was chosen

supposed to match.

1901 Annual Report, 84.

shingles were

shingles.

The

clay tiles of the roof tied in visually with

that approximates, but

does not replicate, the terra

The

the terra cotta trim and gave the roof a textured and lively expression.

The gray composite

also appropriate for the style of the building.
are flat and uninteresting. Centered

hand,

on the ridge

Unfortunately, this too has changed dramatically.

tiles,

and

its

was

on the other

shingles,

the steel-framed ventilator.

originally roofed with

walls had the openings which were so necessary for light and

most of the surface of the
only four square-paned
plain brick

It

is

clay tiles were

ventilator is covered with the

window

same composite

Conosera

Today

air.

and

shingles,

fans take the place of the earlier fenestration. There

is

a

chimney on the center of the ridge of the entrance projection which was not

there in the early photographs of the building and

must have been

installed during the

sound condition

overall,

second half of the twentieth century.

Conditions Assessment

The Belmont Pumping

Station,

though

in

is

a prime

example of some of the disadvantages of architectural ceramics. Despite the broken and
cracked brackets, most of the terra cotta

is intact

—broken and cracked cornice brackets—

damage

anchors.

Open mortar

Less severe issues,
note

regarding

construction,

still

results

crisply detailed.

The

and inappropriate cementitious

the salts

earliest

repairs are also problems.

photographs of the building,

were already forming.

surface during and shortly after construction, so a

building today have always been there.

Other

The worst

from the corrosion of the iron

at least in the short term, involve small losses, staining,

salts:

show

joints

and

and

salts.

even during

A
its

Salts in architectural ceramics often

good deal of the

common

salts visible

on the

sources are the atmosphere,

soil.

backing, and the terra cotta itself.'"

m

1901,
Building during construction
(PWD archives, ace. 1901.602)

5:

brick are

and the second

mortar.

in fair condition.

is

terra cotta bracket

The cornice

from the

found throughout, especially

Salts are

cornice just west of the halfway
the lowest cornice

The white

areas

on tne

salts.

The south fa9ade
areas,

form and

they crystallize and expand.

become harmful when

Figure

Salts enter a porous material in liquid

members

mark around

are washing out

left is

is

faded and discolored in

many

broken. Several joints are missing

in the coffers.

A

wasps' nest

the fifteenth bracket.

and leaching

salts

The

is

joints

on the

between

onto the wall below. The

beltcourse has the same problem and does not appear to have any flashing to shed water

away from

the building.

Some of the
The
between the

Hence, there

is

some

bricks are exfoliating, particularly

loss to the outer

on the eastern portion of the

front facade exhibits similar problems.

first

block just below

two
it is

units

On

of the upper crown molding

slightly off alignment.

Mclntyre, 52.
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edge of the beltcourse.
wall.

the southern half, a mortar joint

is

open, and the second terra cotta

More open mortar joints

are found around

the tenth cornice block from the

downspout pierces

On

left.

Birds nest inside a hole in the wall where the

it.

the south wall of the entrance projection, there

cotta in the lower right

has a small area of

window

loss, as

surround.

The

a small crack in the terra

is

beltcourse to the right of the

does the window arch.

Salts are

washing from the joints

the entablature and concentrating on the arch, a problem which
the building. Bird droppings also

The

mar the wall

is

repeated elsewhere on

east wall of the entrance projection has three broken brackets, the second

is

cracking, and the scroll

in

surface.

each cornice return and the thirteenth on the north gable
right return

window base

slope.

The

third bracket

on

on the

on the fourth bracket on the south gable slope

is

broken. Salts are a particular problem on the arches, plaque and upper edges of the gable
brackets,

where they are accumulating. The

chunk

missing from the fluting of the right column.

is

significantly.

The

inner

comers of both bases

cement. The middle block of the

through the beltcourse to the

On

right pilaster

left

left

are missing,

colunm base

worn

at the top,

of the south window

and a small

The column bases have faded
and one has been patched with

also has a filled crack.

is filled

the north wall of the entrance projection, the

next two are cracked.

is

first

A

large crack

with cement.
bracket

is

Aside from these serious problems, the fafade

broken, and the

is

in fairly

good

condition, except for the usual salts, general discoloration and bird droppings.

The northern
only major problem
unit

is

is

portion of the west fa9ade

is

the north

is

also in relatively

comer block, which

is

good condition. The

shared with the north fa9ade. This

severely out of line and sloppily patched with an inappropriate cement.

the attempt to hold the piece properly in place failing, but the color of the
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Not only

cement

Figure

does

6:

Northeast corner of building— severe misalignment of terra cotta block.

not match the rest of the mortar.

The

around

joints

this unit are either

missing

mortar or completely open.

The north facade shows

the

most

deterioration.

cornice brackets, six are broken and four are cracked. Exactly

such poor condition
explanation.

nearby

When

traffic,

is

unclear.

The proximity of the

Of

its

why

the north facade

a train passes, cracking sounds are audible from the building.

while not as heavy as an expressway, could also be a factor.

smaller units and those that are already cracked.
walls,

'^''

is in

railroad bridge provides a possible

vibrations, while not typically the sole cause of deterioration, are

on northern

thirty-six original

The
Such

more detrimental

to

Also, freeze-thaw cycles are harsher

which dry comparatively slowly because of the orientation of the sun.

The north fa9ade

also has

its

share of

salts, discoloration,

and streaking on the

wall surface. Several wasps' nests are scattered along the cornice. There

46

is

also a tar-like

substance (probably from the recent roof replacement) and a patch of cement on the

crown molding. At the western end of the north fa9ade

The

wall and mismatched terra cotta.
effectively, instead directing

comer of

the projection

is

Justification of Analysis

more

are cracking.

salts

and bird droppings.

is

eroding.

(See Figure

water

The

left

4.)

The

and Subsequent Recommendations

Almost

It is

projection does not appear to be shedding

missing some mortar.

The building was chosen
warrants intervention.

the addition with the projecting

onto the beltcourse below, which

white with

is

second joint from the right

it

is

for this thesis because the severity of deterioration

six percent

of the cornice brackets are broken, and many

clear that if no action

is

taken the brackets will continue to

-mmmmm^
Figure 7: Example of severe deterioration on the north ta^ade, which has suffered the
most damage. Note the location of the iron anchor at the line of breakage on the two
Though it is difficult to see in this photograph, the three unbroken
broken brackets
brackets are beginning to crack along the same line. Note the salts on the brickwork.

'

2°^ ed.
G. Torraca, Porous Building Materials - Materials Science for Architectural Conservation,
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fail,

When

putting not only the building but people in danger.

unprotected clay body

is

exposed

terra cotta

and the wall system

cotta pieces be replaced

The

and

is

below

building has

is

Moisture can harm the

imperative that the broken terra

be averted.

further decay

and missing elements should not be ignored. The

A municipal

facility in

visible one, does not instill pride in the residents

it

is

disrupted by even one broken unit.

relation factor to consider.

survey noted,

it

There

soiled

and discolored by

is

also the public

a state of disrepair, especially such a

of the

city.

As

the preceding conditions

not just the brackets that are in poor condition.

become

the

partially vitrified fireskin

defenseless.

is

Therefore,

itself

aesthetic effects of broken

rhythm of the brackets

Without the

to the elements.

to prevent penetration of water, the clay

a terra cotta unit breaks,

salts,

The surface of

birds are nesting in openings,

the

and

improper cementitious repairs are evident.

The Belmont Pumping

Station

is

one of several Water Department structures

decorated with terra cotta. The buildings at the Belmont Filters complex are yellow brick

with matching terra cotta, though the trim

is

much

simpler than

at the

Pumping

Station.

A similar small building of peach-colored brick located on the east side of the Schuylkill
River on Kelly Drive

is

another.

The Queen Lane

Station

is

elaborately detailed with

marine motifs and recently underwent renovation. Terra cotta conservation

is

definitely

an issue for the department.

The Belmont Pumping
Schuylkill River,

serve

its

is

which can

original function after almost a century.

ICCROM,

easily

be seen from both sides of the

one of the more visible Water Department

however, deserves immediate

(Rome:

Station,

attention.

1982) 57-58
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structures.

The condition of

its

It

continues to

cornice brackets,

Chapter Four
Assessment of Replacement Materials: Case Studies

The

common
plastic.

buildings analyzed for this study were chosen to represent the three most

replacement materials: cast stone, precast concrete, and glass-fiber reinforced

Their performance over time

is

the issue in question, so buildings that underwent

treatment at least ten years ago were selected. All three are arguably landmark buildings
that provide

examples of major renovation

projects.

Of course,

can hardly be considered representative, but the buildings

these three assessments

illustrate

many of the

important

questions related to substitute materials.

Methodology
The assessments focused on

visual observation because

it

is

the

most obvious

evaluation of a substitute material's success, barring any hidden structural problems.

Sampling was not possible, nor was access to the architectural elements
scientific instruments.

different types

for analysis with

Thus, the author relied on twelve-power binoculars to look for

of weathering, fading, and deterioration, depending on the material. Any

glaring differences between the original material and the replacement were noted, such as

color, size, texture, sheen,

and the treatment of joints.

used to photograph elements

at

A

300-millimeter

zoom

lens

was

high levels.

Assessment # 1 Precast Concrete
;

WooLWORTH Building, New York City, New York
When

the

feet), the tallest

Wool worth Building opened
building in the world.

in 1913,

it

was, at 60 stories high (792

Cass Gilbert designed the building, whose

The background

decorated fa9ade incorporated over 400,000 glazed terra cotta units.

colors range from light cream to dark ivory, and the spandrels are buff, but bright colored

Not

glazes accent ornamental details.

storefront level

is

of the building's surfaces are

8: Historical

1970s,

view of the Wool worth Building (photograph on

deterioration

was

maintenance could not keep up with

occurring at such

it.

and glazes were crazing and popping
Ehrenkrantz, Eckstut

&

Whitelaw

three-year, $20-million renovation

Jerry G. Stockbridge,

a

rapid

off.

In 1981 the

Woolworth Company hired

'^^

and Wiss Janney

The company was embarking on a

also included replacing over 2,800

"Woolworth Building Renovation

—Precast Concrete Used

Fa9ade," Prestressed Concrete Institute Journal July/ Aug. 1983: 136-37.
'

pace that regular

and spandrels were cracking and bulging,

to provide architectural services

which

site)

Piers

Elstner to provide masonry consulting and testing.

'

terra cotta: the

limestone with granite piers.

Figure

By

all

Ibid., 146.
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windows.

for Terra Cotta

major causes

Investigative analysis in the field and in the lab pointed to three

improper glaze; high compressive

decay:

coefficient of thermal expansion of the glaze

it

corroding steel

stresses;

was almost twice

that

supports.

for

The

of the clay body when

should have been lower, putting the glaze into compression. The glaze was also poorly

bonded
joints

to the body.

to

Compressive

accommodate

stress

differential

accumulated because there were no expansion

movement between

terra

cotta

and

building

framework. This led to the third problem: water was entering through cracks caused by
compressive forces, corroding the

steel anchors.

After horizontal joints were cut to lower the compressive stress, the cracked terra

cotta

was addressed.

Many

percent, about 26,000 units,

pieces were repaired or reattached with epoxy, but six

had

to be replaced.

limited availability of terra cotta as

variety of alternative materials

concrete,

its

WJE

justification for

cited the relatively high cost

choosing a substitute material.

was considered, including

different

A

mixes of precast

two types of limestone, GFRC, and polymer concrete. Samples were subjected

to accelerated weathering tests

reflectivity,

and permeability.

and then examined for deterioration and changes

WJE

of the extra

The owner chose

knowing

wet weather the concrete pieces would contrast with the

that in

The replacement
Massachusetts.

units

in color,

eventually chose a mixture of precast concrete with

integral color.

to forgo a siuface coating because

cost,

terra cotta.

were manufactured by Art Cement Products of Wilbraham,

Prior to installation, loading tests

concrete pieces would support the necessary load.

were performed

The

units

to ensure that the

were attached using the

stainless steel hangers, cast into the concrete itself, to attach to a

'

and

Conversation with Jerry Stockbridge of Wiss Janney Elstner, 24 June 1999.

backup with anchors

set

in

epoxy or

to a galvanized steel grid for areas

where a large number of pieces were being

replaced.

Because the renovation project was almost twenty years
long since archived the

The only way
were

darker.

were

ideal.

it

to locate

files

old, the architects

and could not verify the placement of the replacement

them was

to

view the building

after a rainfall

had

units.

and note which units

on the day of the assessment

Fortunately, the meteorological conditions

Standing water in the streets and sidewalks indicated that within the past day

had rained.

The sun was

shining, however, so

any

disparities

would be

easier to

discern.

It

was not

difficult to find the concrete.

Three major differences between the

replacement and original units stood out: color, texture, and

reflectivity.

with the naked eye was sufficient for locating the darker pieces.

With binoculars, the

color and texture were obviously that of concrete. (Perhaps the color match

the blocks have fully dried.) In contrast to the behavior of the

background colors
faded,

which

is

in the spandrels,

flat

Observation

is

better

once

blocks on the piers, the

manufactured of integrally colored concrete, have

one of the known problems of the material.

Reflectivity

was the defining

characteristic

of the replacements.

reads as a combination of light, shiny pieces and darker, matte ones.

darkening of the concrete, which occurs after periods of

always apparent, especially on the

on the north facade, which

is

flat

blocks.

The building
Unlike the

rain, the altered reflectivity is

The differences

are slightly less obvious

not as exposed as the south or the east, and on the highly

detailed spandrels.
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Interestingly, at the highest levels

of the building, visible from the

deck, the concrete units are actually lighter than the terra cotta.

The

air

turning

Exactly

thirtieth floor

why

unclear.

is

conditioning coolers on the deck have sprayed water onto the walls of the tower,

many of

'^^
the blocks green.

Ironically, the

uncoated concrete

is

not affected,

perhaps because of its alkalinity, while the glazed terra cotta has taken the green color.

From
range.

the deck

Where

the concrete

Some

terra cotta.

on the

thirtieth floor

was

it is

dry, the color

easy to examine the two materials at close

more

closely approximates the ivory of the

of the concrete pieces have a finer texture than others, which have air

bubbles and surface disaggregation. The glaze crazing on the terra cotta
extensive.

years.

However, the ornate

The

original

details

indeed

themselves remain very crisp after almost twenty

background colors (blue, yellow, and purple)

underneath the balconies are

is

and

in the spandrels

much brighter than they appear from the

street.

Other aesthetic problems were found, such as circular plugs in some of the units
near the main entrance on the

Broadway

facade.

The cracks which

extreme compressive stresses are scattered throughout the walls.

resulted

Some were

from the

filled

epoxy, while others, specifically around the thirtieth floor, were patched with
gargoyle was even reattached with

from the

Fortunately the tell-tale black

fills

tar.

A

are not visible

street.

The Woolworth Building
are already occurring.

loosening pieces.

Mark Landstrom,

that the cause

is

due for another renovation soon. Some minor repairs

Black mesh

More

is

wrapped around projecting

terra cotta will

architect for the current project

'^*

tar.

with

the property

knows

manager

of the green discoloration

is

details

because of

be replaced, probably with concrete.

The

the drawbacks of the earlier material and will, this

for the

Witkoff Group, which recently bought the building, says
but may be attributed to chromates.

unknown

author hopes, choose a better mix with a surface coating that matches the reflectivity of

While

the terra cotta.

it

is

normal and even desirable

terra cotta fa9ade, the contrast

especially

when

to

have subtle color variations

between the original material and the new

the difference in reflectivity

is

considered.

in a

too jarring,

is

One wonders why

colored material with no coating whatsoever was chosen to replace a glazed terra

a self-

cotta.

Assessment #2: Cast Stone
Reading Terminal Headhouse, Phe.adelphia, Pennsylvania

A

landmark Philadelphia building, the Reading Terminal Headhouse opened

August of 1893, seven months

after the trainshed

became

operational.

in

The Wilson

Brothers and F.H. Kimball designed the eight-story brick, granite, and cream terra cotta
building which fi-onted the shed.

(See Appendix

headhouse and attached terminal.)

The terminal

when

ridership

plummeted

in the

Long-distance train travel gave

D

flourished until after

wake of the automobile and

way

to roadtrips,

of the

for a historic rendering

the

World War

new highway

II,

system.

and Reading Terminal gradually

lost its

original function.

At

the

same

time, extensive physical modernization took place.

architectural features

were

lost,

such as the iron gates to the concourse, which were

replaced with a sterile-looking wall.

window and drop
terminal.

modem

Inside the waiting room, a modernistic ticket

lighting further

changed the aesthetics of the

Perhaps the most devastating changes were those to the

stainless steel

the

ceiling with

and neon storefront covered the ground

comer to 12*

Street.

Several interior

The second-story

loggia

54

level

exterior.

on Market

was enclosed with

Street

brick,

A new

and around
and though

Figure 9: 1940s alterations to Market Street facade (Highsmith and Holton, 66)

the

windows

that

second and third

went

floors,

Unfortunately,

bankruptcy four times
fate

in copied the proportions

and shape of the other windows on the

a great deal of grandness was
the

—

continued

decline

—and

in

1984 the

the

last train

lost.'^^

Reading Railroad would declare

departed the terminal.

For years the

of the trainshed and headhouse were uncertain, but the proposal for the new

convention center provided the impetus for

Today, Reading Terminal

is

rebirth.

a thriving place once again. The convention center

a success, bringing business into the city in general and the area in particular.

market below the old trainshed
while not in the shed

is

itself, at least

again booming.

Commuter

rail

The food

and subway

continue the original function of the terminal.

M

Carol
Highsmith and James L. Holton, Reading Terminal and Market: Philadelphia's Historic
Gateway and Grand Convention Cc«/er (Washington, DC: Chelsea Publishing, Inc., 1994) 68.
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is

stops,

The

new

headhouse, whose rehabilitation has just been completed, has a

Rock Cafe occupies

the 12*^ and Market Street

comer of the

The renovation of the headhouse began
just recently

The

come down.

Thrower Architects

in

in the

architects in charge

The Hard

loggia.

building.

mid-1980s, and the scaffolding has

of the project were Bower, Lewis,

Philadelphia and John Milner Associates in

West Chester,

Pennsylvania.

The
year,

terra cotta

Keim was

work was not extensive because most was

in

good condition.

This

was severely

applied to restore a uniform appearance to terra cotta that

burned by hydrochloric acid during a misguided cleaning program (the acid destroyed the
fireskin, leaving the vulnerable clay

is

body exposed and

a breathable cementitious material that

but

Keim can probably

last

lasts

The coating

the surface mottled).

longer than paint;

its life

span

is

unknown,

between 25 and 30 years before a new application

is

necessary.

the terra cotta replacement

Most of
balusters that

was done on second- and

had shattered from corroded iron anchors. (The balustrade

topped the cornice was removed in the 1940s alterations and has not been
balusters

The

were disassembled and replaced by

fourth-story

that originally

rebuilt.)

The

cast stone units with stainless steel anchors.

decorative corbels underneath the third-story

comer bay

are also

newly constmcted

of cast stone. (See Appendix D.)

The most dramatic
story loggia.

A

full

stage of the renovation

reconstruction

was

the reinstatement of the second-

was necessary because of
Market

the extent of the 1948

of the headhouse

modernization.

The arcade

was

and mirrored on the inside wall by a row of pilasters, and the elaborate

reinstalled

that

is

flush with the
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Street facade

Figure 10 Reading Terminal Headhouse, 1999

beltcourses found elsewhere

on the building

are continued inside the loggia.

not an exact replica of the original.

The

elaborate as the original terra cotta, for

two reasons: one pragmatic

owner could not afford
ensure that there

is

to

(to

lower cost

—the

pay for such detailed negative molds) and one ethical

columns have simple horizontal

ribs that

is

old and which

echo the design of the

radiating bands in the tops of the arches are also restrained.

which match the

result is

cast stone replacement pieces are not as

no confusion about which

brackets underneath the

The

comer bay and

the balustrade

terra cotta details in elaboration

on the

is

new

eariier

Two

material).

(to

The

columns, and the

exceptions are the

front of the loggia, both of

of design.

Cast stone was chosen because only a limited number of replacement units was
needed.

The

cost

was more reasonable, and

the lead time for terra cotta

was four

to six

months, whereas local craftsman George Kreier could guarantee a quick turnaround for

the cast stone replacements.
color matching.

The

The

No

characterization tests were necessary in this case, only

cast stone has

no surface coatings, according

acknowledged the disadvantages of

architects

to Quenzel.

stone:

cast

differential

weathering (especially of the matrix) and the resultant exposure of small aggregate
("standing proud") which leaves a

Compared

appearance over time.

bumpy

to terra cotta,

cast stone does have similar expansion

Cast stone has a tendency to alter

surface.

it

and contraction

The assessment concentrates on

and hold

attracts

dirt differently,

the loggia because

it

was

the earliest (mid to late

is

a reconstruction,

the cast stone does not actually abut any terra cotta, except on the walls just outside.

first

glance.

Upon

closer inspection,

is

it

was

all

weathering.

The

The

paint

cast stone is

and clean on

had also been coated

The new paint explains the

some

is

showing some signs of deterioration.

Pitting caused

along the balustrade, especially the upper horizontal surface.

causing the pitting but

the cast stone pieces.

causing disaggregation.

it

may have something

Rain

may

drip

to

years'

places.

by a

aggregate and small air bubbles were found throughout the loggia. Pitting

common

bright

which would normally show evidence of ten

flaking and peeling in

is

The

surfaces of the cast stone: for instance,

the horizontal planes are unpainted.

cleanliness of the cast stone details,

details are very sharp

clear that the cast stone

with Keim. The paint does not completely coat

some of

The

positive.

but

rates.

1980s) part of the building to receive cast stone. Because the loggia

overall impression of the cast stone

its

It is

loss

is

of

more

unclear what

do with the horizontal orientation of

from the wall surface above onto the balustrade,

Small losses, most likely as the result of impact and erosion, are

losses are found

on the underside of

from east and on the

the southwestern

is

comer block of

also worn.

It is

a small hole in the brick above that has been plugged

the baseboard

causing

it

is

in.

interesting to note that

Between

the hole

and

wear away.

to

members on

the west wall inside the loggia has a vertical crack.

the baseboard has network of cracks that extend

is

first pilaster

a streak, which indicates that water must have leaked onto the cast stone,

Cracks are few, but those that exist are rather serious.

There

the

Larger

from the west. The third block from

third cast stone balustrade unit

the right on the west wall's baseboard molding

is

common,

on the inner edge of the balustrade and on the projecting courses.

especially

there

fairly

bay

left

The northwest comer of

column from the

the mortar joints are tight, but there are a

joints (the pilaster in the third

the baseboard

upward through two courses of brick

also a small crack at the base of the second

Most of

One of

east.

few places with open mortar

of the door; the third joint from the right on the

second beltcourse on the west wall; the third column from the east and the balusfrade just
west of it).

It

looks as though the masons got a

mortar muddling some of the cast stone

A

few other problems have

little

sloppy in spots, as there are drips of

details.

surfaced.

There

is

evidence of patching on the cast

stone in a few locations, such as the second pilaster from the east and the northwest

comer of the

loggia.

Some of the

a pigmented cement. Caulking

seem

bricks have also been patched with what appears to be

mns around

the base of the walls in the loggia.

to enjoy the reconstructed loggia, especially the tops

capitals.

Consequently, droppings are

all

of the column and

Pigeons
pilaster

over the horizontal cast stone surfaces and the
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concrete floor, particularly at eastern end. Aside from the aesthetic issue, bird droppings

can also deposit harmful phosphates,
vulnerable porous materials.

So

far these issues

Though no

terra cotta.

and other water-soluble

nitrates,

salts

onto

'^°

have

little

to

do with

cast stone as a suitable replacement for

cast stone really abuts any terra cotta,

except where the

beltcourses meet just outside the loggia, differences can be detected between the two

The color match

materials.

is

generally effective, but the terra cotta has a small

amount

of discoloration, just enough to give more depth to the recessed areas of detail. The cast
stone has no such variation. Perhaps the contrast

so recently painted, but so has the terra cotta.

differential

is

only because the cast stone has been

Even

if that is the case,

eventually

weathering would distinguish the two from each other. The plainer design of

the cast stone also

makes

it

seem

brighter.

There simply are not as many recesses for

soiling to accumulate.

There

The

is

only one element that stands out as an obvious replacement: the cornice.

original terra cotta cornice

and balustrade above were removed

Because of financial considerations, sheet aluminum with an
as the replacement material.
conftision of historic

Like the loggia, the cornice

and new

materials.

internal

is

The color

is

The color does

not

The crown molding and brackets

come

unnaturally bright, and the sheen

is

it

almost

60

no

are even

The cornice has a

Perhaps time will tone

plastic.

is

that

it

has only been in place for two months.

Weaver, 121.

is

close to matching the terra cotta below.

down. Part of the reason for the brightness of the cornice

March and May 1999, so

frame was chosen

simple so that there

plainer in design than the cast stone replacements in the loggia.

duronautic paint finish.

in the late 1940s.

was

installed

it

between

Assessment #3: Glass-fiber Reinporced Plastic (FRP)
Equitable Building, 120 Broadway, New York City, New York
The Equitable Building, designed by Ernest
a 40-story brick and terra cotta structure.
inspired

New

York

City's

first

At

R.

Graham and completed
square

1.2 million

feet,

zoning ordinance in 1916.'^' The building

block bound by Broadway to the west. Cedar to the north, Nassau to the
the south.

The ground

level contains retail businesses, such as

and offices occupy the upper

it

is

in 1915, is

so large

fills

east,

it

the city

and Pine

to

banks and a coffee shop,

floors.

After almost seventy years, the terra cotta molding courses,

lintels, cornice,

and

studies presented
other projecting elements were badly deteriorating. Like the other case
here, corroded metal anchors (in this case, steel)

the terra cotta.

'^^

Strict

and water penetration seriously damaged

fa9ade integrity regulations required something be done. The

by the
importance of retaining structural integrity of the projecting details was heightened
building's prominent

Ehrenkrantz, Eckstut

location

on Broadway

just

one block north of Wall

Street.

& Whitelaw were called in as the architects of the project, and Wiss

to
Janney Elstner provided engineering services. The project lasted from about 1982

1987, though

New

York's Local

Law

10 requires that the building be inspected every

five years, so the project continues, in essence.
testing, the
After characterizing the terra cotta through a variety of laboratory

architects chose

FRP

as the replacement material.

Terra cotta was only available in

be replaced).
limited supply at the time (approximately 70,000 square feet had to

was

selected because

it

is

lightweight and easy to

install,

My

with no need for backup.

95-96.

1990;
James S Russell, "GFRP Molds History," Architectural Record
June 1999
Phone interview with Kate Ottavino, formerly of Ehrenkrantz, Eckstut, & Whitelaw, 17
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FRP

Figure

And, of course, cost was a

factor.

1 1

:

Equitable Building (from northwest)

FRP

could also replicate, through the use of paint, the

appearance of granite that the original terra cotta imitated.
designed to reduce flame spread. Rocca

manufactured the replacement

& Noto,

now

In this case the paints

Architectural

Molded Composites,

'^^

units.

According to Ottavino, the gel coats have functioned well, having been

now

approximately 15 years with no evidence of deterioration.

surfaced,

on the lower

ones most

visible.

binoculars.)

were

levels in particular,

which

is

Other problems have

unfortimate considering they are the

(The passerby will probably not be looking forty

The FRP manufacturers used

paint—this was the experimental stage

the lower floors to

—so
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in place

work out

stories

up with

the kinks in the

the replacement imits are lighter than the

adjacent terra cotta. (One wonders

why

the manufacturers chose to practice in such a

conspicuous location, rather than forty stories above ground
noticeable on sunny days and in wet weather, so

and

reflectivity than effective painting.

The

it

contrast

south facade closest to Broadway, where exposure
building across Pine Street.

On

texture of terra cotta fairly well.

careful, lack the granite texture.

difference

is

has less to do with water absorption

is

is

more

striking

on the portion of the

not limited by the height of the

the north facade the lighter blocks approximate the

The south
The

side of the building,

where the painting

east fa9ade has similar examples:

determine whether these are replacements or just poor attempts
Also, roimd nodules are found in the

cotta

The

level.)

FRP

and are more obvious in some areas than in

it is

is

less

difficult to

at patching.

panels that would not be found in terra

others.

The reason

is

that the anchors

themselves were flush, meaning that the plugs protrude. (Later anchors were countersunk
so that the plugs are flush with the surface.)
aesthetics of the

The appearance

is

detrimental to the overall

Pins can even be seen at the top levels of the

landmark building.

building, though only with binoculars.

Another problem,
Typically,

FRP

this

one evident

all

around the building, has to do with

can be made in larger imits than terra

cotta, so in

many

joints.

cases false joints

are added to aid in the deception. Here, the actual joints are pronoimced, almost as if the

units themselves have faded,

which

is difficult

to determine.

The

false joints are very

faint.

Phone interview with Mario Noto, Architectural Molded Composites, 4 June

1

999.

Figure 12: Front fapade above main entrance, showing prominence of joints.

As
shape.

far as the typical

No

eighth floor.

floor

it is

problems go, the Equitable Building

wrinkles, crazing, delamination, or fiber prominence

some yellowing,

though

FRP

for

example on the

There

may be some

difficult to ascertain.

front fagade

and

on the

pitting

On the north

at the

is

in fairly

good

was obvious. There

is

northwestern cornice at the

lighter patches

on the south fa9ade,

facade, a medallion just

below the seventh

shows some wear. And there are a couple of places where some FRP

units have a

vaguely plastic sheen, such as the west fa9ade and the eastern end of the south fa9ade.

The

architect believes that the

successfiil after they

building

FRP

replacements on the Equitable Building are

"surmounted the learning curve."

may be adequate

the lower-level

FRP

as replacements

units are

much

by

less

virtue

The pieces near

the top of the

of their distance from the ground, but

successfiil,

and not only because of the

experimental nature of their coatings. The visible plugs and pins and the prominent joints
are

more

serious.
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Chapter Five
The Belmont Pumping Station: Materuls Analysis

The

analysis of terra cotta

can or should commence
also important to

know

is

until the

as

much

and physical and mechanical

an essential step toward

reason for failure

is

its

preservation.

No work

established and remedied.

as possible about the terra cotta, such as

its

It is

composition

and compatible

properties, before choosing a suitable

replacement material.
Testing programs range from simple to extensive, depending on the project.

example, consider the building assessments in the previous chapter. The two
City buildings underwent comprehensive testing.

architects

substitutes,

and engineers studied both the

which were subjected

the Equitable Building.

York

For the Woolworth Building, the
material

historic

and several potential

to accelerated weathering tests.

characterized the historic terra cotta and

New

For

came up with a

quality

The same firms

program

Both of these projects required comprehensive

for the

FRP on

analysis.

The

Reading Terminal renovation offers an example of the other extreme, where no materials
analysis

was necessary, only color matching.

Typically, experts suggest

per test to ensure

— Standard Test Methods
126— Standard

for

than fewer, and at least five samples

ASTM

Standards

Structiu-al

Clay Tile;

Most manufacturers follow

Sampling and Testing Brick and

Specification for Ceramic Glazed Structural Clay Facing Tile, Facing

Brick, and Solid

Facing

tests rather

statistical significance.

(C 67

C

more

Tile).'^^

Masonry

Units;

Some of the

C

212

— Standard

Specification for Structural Clay

relevant physical and mechanical properties to

know when

dealing with replacement issues include compressive strength, shear strength, elasticity.
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thermal and moisture expansion, water absorption, saturation coefficient, and capillarity.
If the

whether

terra cotta has a glaze,

it is

properly adhered and sufficiently hard should

be determined. The mechanical properties of the glaze and body should be compatible.

Water absorption through the
differential

movement.

It is

glaze, ideally zero percent, could be affected

by cracking or

also helpful to analyze thin sections of the clay material to

understand the mineralogical components and their distribution.

Obviously there
limited by time, budget,

the

Belmont

terra cotta,

a number of

is

and sample

tests that

size.

compare those

can be performed, but

The purpose of this study was

this is often

to characterize

and

results to established figures for historic

modem-day

production, and attempt to discover if failure had anything to do with these

properties.

The primary cause of

important to understand

broken

units.

Not

all

However, the

thesis.

how

deterioration

corrosion of metal anchors, but

is

possible types of analysis could be done for the purpose of this
tests will give

Station terra cotta. (The testing matrix

a fairly comprehensive idea of the composition,

is

found

in

Appendix

crew from the Philadelphia Water Department was
to reach the cornice.

the east

left

A

roof maintenance

with an extension ladder

Two samples were taken, with hammer and chisel,

tall

from the

return of the entrance projection and the second bracket from

on the north fa9ade.

significantly deteriorated, so

'^''

at the site

Pumping

F.)

Sampling was performed on the morning of 5 March 1999.

second bracket on the

is

the material's properties affect the further decay of the

physical and mechanical properties, and deterioration sources of the Belmont

enough

it

Both samples had been previously broken and were

no sound material was

Pete Pederson, sales manager for Gladding

disturbed.

McBean, 10 May 1999.

Figure 13; Sample

1

prior to removal, south cornice return

on entrance projection

After removal from the building, the samples were taken to the University of

Pennsylvania for analysis. After basic visual observation, the brackets were cut into 1" x

2" X 2" squares, using both a water saw and a larger
mechanical strength

tests.

Six

saw, for the absorption and

samples were obtained from each of the two brackets.

The samples were labeled according
(i.e.

oil

to the bracket

and a number between one and six

1.1,1.2, 1.3,. ..2.4, 2.5, 2.6).

The analyses took place

at different facilities.

The absorption

tests

were done

the Architectural Conservation Laboratory at the University of Pennsylvania.

light

microscopy and sample cutting were done using equipment

department

at

Penn.

Mechanical strength

tests

were performed

in

the

at

Polarized

geology

in the materials science

laboratory at Drexel University.

Visual Observation/Microscopy

A

visual

description

characteristics: clay

body

of architectural

ceramics

should

note

color; aggregate size, color, sphericity (based
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the

following

on Powers' Scale

Figure 14 Sample

of Roundness), and
observed

second bracket from

2,

distribution;

and exterior

left,

eastern

comer of north facade

The samples were

discoloration.'^^

with the naked eye, then with a stereomicroscope in the Architectural

first

Conservation Laboratory.

Bracket

has a definitely purple cast, especially

1

when compared

sample. Under magnification, the surface appears to be covered with

a network of fine cracks and air pockets.
small (<1

mm) to very large (5 mm),

black, clear).

The cream-colored

inclusions resemble mica.

white but

at least

one

inclusion estimation

insects

is

blue.

The

and come

surface has

is

inclusions range in size fi-om relatively

in a variety

of colors (white, yellow, gray,

Some of the

There are also several plastic-looking fibrous strands, most

The

inclusions are subangular to roimded, the percentage

between 30 and 40 percent, and the sorting
in the terra cotta

is

poor.

and died

Several small

there.

the classic terra cotta color without the purplish tone of the

some gray

second

The body has

salts.

inclusions are grog, crushed pre-fired clay.

had nested inside some of the pockets
Bracket 2

to the

areas, presimiably

some

sort

of discoloration.

first.

The

The corroded

anchor

left rust stains

on the

terra cotta.

This too has the network of cracks and

air holes.

Many of

Several fibers, most white but at least one black, protrude from the clay body.

The

these fibers are feather-like, though they are too small to be feathers.
in the

same color range

visually

as those in Bracket

and there appears

1,

though one blue glassy piece stands out

The

be some red grog.

to

inclusions are

from under one

sizes range

millimeter to greater than four, and the scale of roundness ranges from subangular to

subrounded. The inclusion estimation

is

also between 30

and 40 percent.

Petrographic Thin Sections

Simple visual observation of the surface

of terra

cotta.

Much more

imder a microscope.

(light

vibrates

that

slide,

slip.

in

categories: isotropic

polarized

light

components by studying a thin section

ground down to a thickness of about

The

.03 millimeters,

and

thin section can then be analyzed using polarized light

one plane only) and a rotating stage to help identify the

'^^
mineralogical components.

two

its

not sufficient for the characterization

A thin section is a slice of material that is mounted with an adhesive

onto a glass microscope

topped with a cover

can be learned about

is

For the purpose of visual observation, minerals

and anisotropic.

fall

into

A mineral's behavior when viewed with plane

and crossed polars determines to which type

it

belongs.

Other

characteristics ftxrther classify the minerals.

Thin sections are usually made using specialized equipment, though the grinding
can be done manually.

For

this study,

samples from the two brackets were sent to a

petrographic laboratory in Newark, Delaware.

Two

thin sections

were made

fi-om each

"' Clive Orton, Paul Tyers, and Alan Vince, Pottery in Archaeology (Cambridge; Cambridge University
Press, 1993) 238-39.

"*

Ibid., 140.

sample, one with a nonremovable cover slip (for microscopical analysis) and one without.

This

made

further

study possible,

if

warranted.

For example,

polarized light

if

microscopy did not yield the necessary information, the samples could be analyzed using
scanning electron microscopy (SEM), which produces images up to 3,000 magnification.

Thin sections are appropriate for SEM, but only without a cover

glass.

Figure 15: Photomicrograph of thin section from Sample 2 at 25x
magnification under plane polarized light. (Photo by Gomaa Omar)

As

it

turned out, further analysis was not necessary.

Under polarized

light the

samples revealed themselves to be simply structured. The two major components of the
terra cotta are fine-grained clay particles

turn dark

when

the polars

were crossed and the stage

rotated, the minerals

Further observation revealed them to be quartz.

anisotropic.

mineral that

is

easily recognizable

by

its

field did not

and quartz inclusions. Because the

low

relief and lack

Quartz

were labeled

is

an abundant

of cleavage or twinning.

It is

of
almost pure Si02 and usually colorless unless there are impurities. The identification
quartz

in

the

terra

cotta

is

promising because

it

is

very

stable

in

weathering

environments.'" Feldspars, another mineral often found in terra cotta, are absent here.

'" William D Nesse, Introduction to Optical Mineralogy,
1991)261-62.
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2"" ed.

(New York: Oxford

University Press,

which

an advantage considering they are weaker than quartz and degrade easily when

is

exposed

to water.

The

clay matrix appears red under crossed polars.

areas within the matrix with quartz grains inside.

The

therefore tightly packed, leaving no large pore spaces.

do

Grog shows up

as yellowish

clay particles are very small and

The cracks and small voids

that

exist are instead attributed to fracturing.

A

general range of particle sizes was obtained by measuring the quartz grains in

the photomicrographs and calculating actual sizes based

on a conversion

(2.55

factor.

centimeters in the photographs, taken at 25x magnification, equal one millimeter in the
thin section.)

Several grains of quartz were measured, from the smallest visible to the

largest, resulting in

a range of .001 to

.2 millimeters.

Physical Properties
Hardness

The hardness of a mineral or rock
therefore,

an indication of

its

is its

resistance to permanent deformation and,

resistance to mechanical wear.'^^

Hardness

is

usually

measured based on Moh's Hardness Scale, which ranks ten successively harder minerals,
ranging from talc (1) to diamond (10).

A

relative hardness figure is obtained

scratching the terra cotta with increasingly harder minerals until one leaves a mark.

number one below
terra cotta

should

the mineral that produced the scratch

resist scratching

without any special mineral

kits.

by a

can be done

For a heterogeneous material such as terra

's

The

the hardness value. Generally,

stainless steel knife blade, a test that

"* E.M. Winkler, Stone: Properties, Durability in Man
30.

is

by

cotta.

Environment (New York: Springer- Verlag, 1973)

hardness should not be considered a precise indicator because of the different factors that

can affect

it,

such as length of

firing,

and mineral

porosity, grain-size distribution,

composition.'^^

Both the

fireskin

and clay body from two samples were subjected

Mineral number six on the Moh's scale, orthoclase, scratched the samples, giving a

test.

hardness value of 5.0-5.5, about the same as

The

standard stainless steel blade.
seven.

plate,

apatite.

The samples

quartz grains have a

resisted scratching

known hardness

by a

value of

140

A

The

to the scratch

related characterization

method involves drawing a sample across a

a small slab of unglazed porcelain, and noting the color of the mark

terra cotta

samples produced pinkish-red

left

streak

behind.

streaks.

Water Absorption
Building materials such as architectural ceramics and stone are porous, meaning
they are not completely solid but possess interior cavities.

hold water and
a

salts,

is

its

characterization, evaluation

no

cavities, or pores,

can

both potentially harmful materials. The percentage of pore space in

mass of material

treatment methods.

These

porosity.

Knowing a

material's

porosity

can

aid

in

of the extent of decay, and gauge the effectiveness of

A general guideline for imglazed terra cotta is that porosity should be

greater than about ten percent.

The method used here

is

from

A

Laboratory Manual for Architectural

Conservators by Jeanne Marie Teutonico. Three cubes (numbers

'^'Orton, 138.

"^Nesse,261.

1.3, 2.3,

and 2.5) were

alternately

weighed and dried

difference between

sample.

in

an oven

60 degrees Celsius every 24 hours

at

until the

two successive weights was not more than 0.1% of the mass of the

The samples were then placed on a

container and immersed in deionized water.

were removed, blotted with a damp

cloth,

series

of glass

stirring rods in

At predetermined

samples

The masses were used

and weighed.

calculate the quantity of water absorbed at each interval.

intervals, the

a glass

to

The water absorption capacity

could then be calculated.

Because the samples were cut from a larger unit of
without a fireskin, which

By

is

important to remember

terra cotta, they

when viewing the

were tested

results for porosity.

current-day standards the samples, especially those from the second bracket, had

acceptable cold water absorption percentages.

percentages of around six percent.

The

The

first

final reading

following table.

Table
Sample #

1:

Porosity

reading produced absorption

gave the results

listed in the

are those caused by fracture, not inherently large pore spaces.

(See Appendix

G

for

photomicrographs.)

Boil Absorption

Simple absorption

in water

does not

complete saturation of a porous

result in

building material because air remains in the pores.

By absorbing

the

same

saturated

samples in boiling water for five hours, water penetrates the pore structure more

The

significance of boil absorption

is

that

it

reflects the quantity

fully.

of pores that can be

penetrated only under abnormal pressure, while cold-water absorption represents the

amount of water than can be absorbed from

rainfall.''*'

The

results

of the cold and

absorption tests combine to give the saturation coefficient, which

is

boil

the ratio of

absorption by 24-hour submersion in cold water to that after five hours in boiling
water.

''^

The

saturation coefficient gives a crude estimation of a material's durability.

general, a value

below

.8 indicates that

the material can usually escape frost

In

damage

because water has room to expand. This does not mean that terra cotta with a higher
value

is

not durable, only that other factors contribute to

The samples from

the

Belmont Pumping

its

Station,

longevity.

once removed from the cold

water bath and weighed, were covered with water in beakers set on a heat plate and
heated to boiling. After five hours, the beakers were removed from the heat and allowed
to cool.

The samples were taken out of

the bath, blotted with a

damp

towel, and

weighed. The absorption percentage of each was calculated based on the dry weight, and

"" Gilbert C. Robinson, "Characterization of Bricks and their Resistance to Deterioration Mechanisms,"
Conservation of Historic Stone Buildings and Monuments (Washington, DC; National Academy Press,
1982) 155.
'"^
Susan Tindall, "How to Prepare Project-Specific Terra-Cotta Specifications," 32.

74

the values were

combined with the 24-hour cold water absorption

As

saturation coefficients.''*^

increases porosity, but

Appendix

all

the following

results to

numbers show, boiling water

three samples have saturation coefficients well

G for the full results.)
Table 2: Saturation Coefficient
Sample #

determine the
significantly

below

.8.

(See

epoxy.

''*'*

The

different rates

of capillary

rise

through the fireskin and through the clay

body could then be compared.

The conclusions from
The two squares from

the testing vary according to the two different samples.

the second bracket

showed the expected

results: the

samples with

the fireskin had a lower capillary rise than the one without, a difference of six

The squares from Bracket

millimeters.

sample soaking water
1.1, three or

at

a higher

rate.

four small pits and

1

had the opposite

Upon

some

results,

with the fireskin

close inspection of the fireskin of Sample

comer wear were

general edge and

providing a possible reason for the discrepancy.

evident,

Other sources of error for the

test in

general include the irregularity of the rising line of dampness and the difficulty of seeing

it

clearly.

It is

centimeters

interesting to note that although these samples

tall),

were small (only about

water never reached the top surfaces, even after three hours.

of pore porosity, as described

in the thin section analysis above,

five

The lack

could explain why.

Mechanical Properties
Compressive Strength

Compressive strength

is

the load per unit area under

which a block

fails

by shear

or splitting. Three samples, the ratio of whose sides equals 2:1, are separately loaded into

a large machine that

samples break.

^**

to apply pressure at a rate

The formula

for compressive

of 0.05 inches per second

strength

is

C = W/A,

until the

where

C

is

used to determine the maximum height of capillary rise, which is reached
of suction is balanced by evaporation through the sides of the sample. In this case, because
regularly shaped samples (such as a brick, which would be used to study that material) could not be

Normally

when the
large,

is set

this test is also

rate

was not feasible to attempt a determination of maximum height. Instead, it was more
compare capillarity of the terra cotta with and without the fireskin to show the adverse effect
the broken brackets can have by allowing increased penetration of water. The rate of rising damp may be
affected by the epoxy, but the treatment of the samples was consistent.
obtained,

it

interesting to

76

compressive strength in

psi,

W

is

the load in pounds on the specimen at failure, and

A is

the calculated area of the bearing surface in square inches.

A

total

of

six

samples were tested for compressive strength using equipment

the engineering geology lab at Drexel University.

following table; the

full results

are found

on page

The

results are

121.

Table 3: Compressive Strength (Sc)
Sample #

summarized

in

in the

Tensile Strength

Tensile strength

resist

is

without tearing apart.

a measure of the greatest longitudinal stress a material can

Like the elasticity modulus, this figure

the compressive strength data.

results to give tensile strength.

A

constant k

is

is

also derived

from

divided into the compressive strength

K varies according to material.

For a non-elastic product

like terra cotta, the constant is four.

Again, the results are generally acceptable.
terra cotta is about

830

psi.'''^

Most of the samples

The minimum

tensile strength for

are close to or above the lower limit.

Samples 2.4 and 2.5 are low because the data are derived from compressive

Table 4: Elasticity and Tensile Strength
Sample #

strength.

Table

5:

Comparison of Values for Belmont Pumping Station Terra Cotta and
THE Architectural Terra Cotta Institute's Standards

Designation

Conclusion and Recommendations

While generally a durable product,
water and

poor manufacturing,

salts,

inappropriate

deteriorated units must be replaced with a

variety of materials

ornament but do

newly fabricated

available

is

which can

aluminum, and sheet metal are some of the

unheard of

at the turn

of the twentieth century.

or

repaired, but severely

replicate the original terra cotta

Concrete, cast stone, cast

With the advances

possibilities.

technology, an even v^der range of substitute materials

joints,

piece.

comparatively quickly and inexpensively.

it

and mortar

repairs

Some problems can be

installation with corrosive metal anchors.

A

architectural terra cotta often falls victim to

is

in

on the market, many of them

Glass fibers and polymers attempt to

strengthen or improve the qualities of conventional materials such as concrete and plastic.
Fiberglass composites are thin and light,

making them appealing

for installation

on

projecting cornices or skyscrapers.

The drawback

is

that

some of

established records of durability.

these materials are so

Even those
The

cotta replacement

new, so

relatively

material will perform satisfactorily.

that they

that are older, such as concrete,

appropriate stand-ins for terra cotta.

is itself

new

have not

may

practice of using substitute materials for terra

it

is

not fully

known whether a

In fact, there have been instances

where

done

is

correctly,

not limited to substitute materials, however.

certain

substitutes

have failed in a short amount of time and themselves had to be replaced.

phenomenon

not be

This

In-kind replacement, if not

can also result in serious issues, as cited in the case of the Westmoreland

County Courthouse.

The building assessments focused on
materials: precast concrete, cast stone,

Of

old, the oldest ahnost twenty.

Terminal Headhouse

the three

most

and FRP. All three projects are

most successful replacement

project.

masonry product, has more

similarities to terra cotta than

FRP

than precast concrete.
leaks have

of the

because

profiles

worn them down. Small

railing,

However,

The

it is

losses caused

cast stone, being a

does, yet

it

its details.

The

no areas stand out

it

more

their

refined

yoimg

would be too obvious.

have not developed a patina

recent coating of Keim

at

is

by impact, particularly along the edge

stone appeared perfectly new,

Unlike the Woolworth Building,

way than

The

of the cast stone units remain sharp, except where

sheltered, the loggia details

has, sharpening

coatings, so

at least ten years

and surface disaggregation are problems, especially given

if the cast

replacement

the three, the loggia reconstruction at the Reading

the

is

common

age.

Perhaps

like the terra cotta

may have obscured any

build-up.

Reading Terminal both old and new have consistent

as replacements.

The loggia was designed

in a simpler

the original, so that the replacement pieces are distinguishable from the rest of

the building without being obtrusive.

aluminum

cornice,

which

is

plain for the

The Woolworth Building

The one exception
same reason

project probably

is

the brand-new sheet

as the loggia but

much too

would have been successful

concrete units had been coated as originally intended.

is

darker, in others lighter, and in

surface texture are apparent.

The concrete

units

all its

the

In

some

very different reflectivity and

have retained their ornate

Unfortunately, visual compatibility was never attained.

if

Because of the owner's desire to

cut costs, the concrete replacement pieces look like concrete, not terra cotta.
areas the concrete

stark.

Of course, had

the

details.

owner agreed

to coating the 26,000 concrete replacements, he

maintenance project.

On

would have

a sixty-story building, that

The Equitable Building fared the

is

also undertaken a massive

quite a consideration.

The FRP cornices may match the

worst.

original surface finish better than the concrete replacements just

joints, protruding metallic pins,

displeasing appearance.

The

and flush (yet

up Broadway, but the

visible) plugs contribute to

actual joints in the

FRP

the faint false joints to visually recede further.

an aesthetically

cornices are very prominent, causing

The

contractors chose to

make

their

mistakes on the section of the building most obvious to passersby and motorists.
Distinctly lighter

FRP

the

FRP

looks dirty,

is

blocks stand out on the southwest comer of the building.

Much

of

streaked, or has that plastic sheen so characteristic of the material.

Recommendations for the Belmont Pumping Station
The Philadelphia Water Department's record on
complete cornice removal to in-kind replacement. The

Landing suffered severe deterioration,

on

Interstate 95,

and the entire cornice was removed.

Water Department decided

to

facility

on Race

Much more

from

Street at Penn's

because of the heavy vibrations from

in part

renovation of the Queen Lane Station.

terra cotta preservation runs

traffic

positive is the 1994

After weighing several different options, the

have replacement terra cotta units made by Boston Valley

Terra Cotta Company.

The Water Department recognizes
positive impact of their preservation.

was

the necessity that the

the significance of

its

Cited in discussions about the

more prominent

PWD

82

buildings and the

Queen Lane

Station

buildings "attract the attention of the

Indeed, the structures were designed to be attractive

ratepayer in a positive way."''*^

because of their potential public relation value.

PWD's

Based on the
its

belief in preservation and

its

understanding of the impact of

buildings on the public, as well as the assessments of substitute materials and

knowledge of their
cotta cornice of the

FRP
durability,

FRP

recommends

properties, this author

Belmont Pumping

durability of substitute materials,

the

''*^

Station.

Too

in-kind replacement for the terra

little is

known about

the long-term

and in many cases the short-term performance

should be eliminated from consideration based on

its

short history,

is

poor.

unknown

and incompatibility. The physical and mechanical properties of terra cotta and
For example, the

are too dissimilar.

Belmont

terra

cotta (1-1.5

x

elasticity

10^).

of FRP (10 x 10^)

The compressive

significantly higher than terra cotta, often as

much

as

1

inappropriate choice.

manufacturers claim.

FRP
It

is

of

strength

FRP

also

is

8,000 psi (Architectural Fiberglass

Corp. specifications); the terra cotta samples averaged around 3,000
substitute as a sacrificial unit should

ten times that of

is

have a lower compressive strength,

not a maintenance-free

psi.

Because the

FRP

clearly

or colorfast material,

is

as

an
its

does not weather well, retaining an unnatural brightness that

contrasts with the patina of historic architectural ceramics.

good track record, and the case study

in

FRP

simply does not have a

Chapter 4 only affirms that

truth.

Cast stone and precast concrete are probably better choices, though they too have
disadvantages.

The

physical and mechanical properties are

for example, has a compressive strength around 6,000 psi.

they

Ed

are

cementitious,

Grusheski,

Ibid.

carbonate

Memorandum

more compatible:
Both these

cast stone,

materials, because

and shrink over time, which can have serious

to Bill Wankoff, 25

March 1992.

repercussions.

Surface finishes are difficult to match and require recoating, which terra

cotta does not.

If a coating

is

not applied, as with the

Woolworth Building, the

replacement units stand out because of differences in color, texture, and

reflectivity.

Terra cotta has the obvious advantage of being the most compatible material.
comparatively expensive, but the

PWD

It is

has already once decided that the expense was

worthwhile because of the significance of the building.

In the

long run, in-kind

replacement would be more cost-effective because cyclical applications of surface
coatings are uimecessary.

would be

Only one mold would have

lessened. Ordering extra brackets is

Perhaps the most urgent task

Water usually enters through
and

gutters.

Once

failing

is

to

be designed, so the expense

recommended.

identification

of the source of water ingress.

porous surfaces, backup masonry, or leaking drains

the problem has been eliminated throughout the cornice, repair and

replacement can begin.

Cracked brackets should be repaired immediately using appropriate techniques
and materials, such as

stainless steel rods

and epoxy

resins.

Sound checks should be

performed with a rubber mallet to identify brackets on the verge of cracking (damaged
terra cotta will not give the clear ring that a

sound unit does).

An

inspection of the

brackets should identify any rust stains in mortar joints or cracks that signal corrosion
nearby.

Corroding metals send out weak

special equipment.

^"^^

Where

electrical signals

which can be detected with

possible, iron should be replaced with stainless steel or

nylon.

Though not within

the scope of this thesis, other repair

and maintenance

issues,

ranging fi-om minor to potentially severe, need to be addressed. The northeast comer of

cornice needs to be reset, as should any other blocks that are out of

Because the

line.

hard portland cement pointing could actually be causing damage, the building should be
repointed with an appropriate mortar mixture designed to be slightly weaker than the
ryumts.'^°

Both the brick and
techniques, beginning with

and scouring

terra cotta should

warm

be cleaned with appropriate and gentle

water, neutral detergents, and fiber or plastic brushes

pads.'^' Sandblasting

and harsh acid cleaners can remove the

fireskin

and

Bird and wasp nests should be removed and any holes, such as those

are to be avoided.

near downspouts, properly filled to prevent their coming back.

A

couple of design changes, though not emergency issues, could vastly improve

the appearance of the building.

The composite-shingled roof

the architectural significance of the building.

recommended.

The

is

new

but detrimental to

original style of clay roll tiles

The aluminum windows should be replaced with a type

originals, with the

same

size

is

similar to the

and configuration of panes. The windows of the

ventilator

especially should be restored.

Finally, a qualified architect or engineer should

make

a detailed evaluation.

This

author's part has been to analyze the success of terra cotta replacement materials and

make

a recommendation for this building based on that analysis.

Department choose
testing

to have

new

terra cotta fabricated to

'"^Weaver, 117-18.
'"

old,

more extensive

would be necessary, and the manufacturer would need samples

matching.

''"

match the

Should the Water

Ibid., 129.
Ibid., 122.

85

for

color

.
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Appendix A

Summary of the Pros & Cons of Materials for Terra Cotta Replacement
Material

Cast stone: highly
refined precast
concrete, with similar

pros and cons

GFRC

fire-resistant

(cont.)

as

it

weathers

it

more

anchoring systems must be
flexible and have adequate

closely resembles terra

joints

cotta'^^

incompatible and
inconsistent expansion

&

contraction rates

cement matrix, surface
coatings and color

may

additives

erode

non-structural

heaviest of thin-shell

composites and often most
expensive
relatively

low strength

long-term creep potential,
especially

when damp

slower production,
demolding, and curing
times

may be difficult

to find

experienced installers
relatively

Polymer-modified
glass-fiber-reinforced

gypsum (PGRG):
becoming more

mexpensive

usually requires surface

wide range of pigments
and aggregates

coating to match terra

sharp detail

severe winter climates
only breathable coatings

cotta

and

resist

weather in

popular; newest of

higher tensile and flexural

thin-shelled

strengths than

composites;

especially

properties stem from

lightweight

high thermal-expansion

use of an acrylic

high impact resistance
rapid production

coefficient

comprises

can be panelized

often requires separate

approximately of

GFRC (i.e.

40% of the

flex anchors)

polymer system

that

GFRC,
when wet

like

stud frame,

may be used
new product

essentially non-structural~

installation systems

may be

composite.

and

joint-sealant materials
difficult to find

experienced installers

tends to be vapor

Polymer concrete

impermeable
requires surface coatings

weight than terra

tendency to fade and turn

Micro-cotta:

lighter

polymer-based
concrete popular

cotta

yellow in sunlight and to

glazed finish

craze excessively

the mid-1980s

in
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Appendix B: Supplemental Photographs— Belmont Pumping Station
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Appendix C: Supplemental Photographs— Woolworth Building
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Appendix D: Supplemental Photographs— Reading Terminal Headhouse
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Supplemental Photographs— Equitable Building
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Appendix F
Testing Matrix: Unglazed Terra Cotta Characterization*
*Based on Susan Tindall's recommendations for characterization prior

to selecting replacement materials.

Analysis of glaze adhesion and water uptake with and without glaze

also necessary for glazed terra cotta.

is

Samples; 2 cornice brackets, one from the west fa9ade and one from the north

Analysis/Test

appe^jdix g

Laboratory Analysis

Petrographic Thin Sections
Cold-water Absorption
Boil Absorption
Capillary Rise
Compressive Strength

Sample

1

at

25x magnification under plane polarized

in center.

Except for a few voids, the clay

is

41) and crossed polars (below,
grog with quartz inclusions in upper right, and

light (above. Figure

Figure 42). Note the large quartz particle in the upper

void

left,

tightly packed.

Absorption Tests

Table 7: Water Absorption by Total Immersion: Individual Results
Sample #

Table
Sample #

8:

Water Absorption Capacity

Table
Sample #

10:

Saturation Coeiticient

Table
Sample #

1 1

:

Penetration of Water: Capillary Action

Graph 2: Cape-lary Rise v. Square Root of Time

4.5

4.0
3.5

1

3.0

1
S

2.0

t

"
..
1.0,

05

Table
Sample #

12:

Compressive Strength

(Sc)
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